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‘Opportunity of a lifetime’

Edinboro University athletes host annual Make-a-Wish
game and grant dream Hawaiian vacation to young girl
By Dakota Palmer
News Editor

Seven-year-old Abigail Cornman was in for the surprise of a
lifetime on Feb. 11 when Edinboro student athletes revealed her
Make-A-Wish was coming true. She’s going to Hawaii.
Cornman is a Warren native whose Make-a-Wish will be
granted next month, as she, her mother, her mother’s fiancé and
her older sister will be traveling to Hawaii.
During halftime of the Edinboro women’s basketball game
against Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Student Athlete
Advisory Committee members brought out gifts to Cornman in
preparation for her trip, including: a new suitcase, plane tickets, a
stuffed dolphin, Splash Lagoon tickets, an underwater camera, a
swimsuit, an embroidered towel with her name on it, and a beach
tote.
“It’s a dream come true, the opportunity of a lifetime,”
Cornman’s mother, Bethiny Couse, said. “She thought she wasn’t
going to Hawaii and that coming to a basketball game was the
wish that she got, so coming and finding out she’s going to Hawaii
is even better.”
Cornman said that she is most looking forward to swimming
with dolphins and that she picked Hawaii “because it’s warmer.”
Erie Regional Director of Make-a-Wish Jan Stork said, “They
[Edinboro University athletes] really outdo themselves every year.
The dedication these student athletes have is absolutely amazing
and we couldn’t do this without them; their creativity, their
dedication…everything they do means the world to us.”
This wish was extra special, because Cornman’s mother’s
fiancé, Jason Hale, was also granted a wish when he was young.
“Make-a-Wish means the world to me because they granted
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Members of the Student Athlete Advisory Committee gave Abigail Cornman, 7, gifts in preparation for her trip to Hawaii.

See Make-a-Wish, A3
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Feeling low? Feeling overwhelmed? Edinboro University students suggest the best places to cry on campus.

Edinboro’s most sob-worthy places
for the overly-emotional college student
By Macala Leigey

Managing Editor | News
From 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., go to class; 4 p.m., go to the gym; 5 p.m.
go to work; 8 p.m., go to club meeting; 10 p.m., write a paper, do
three other assignments, study for two tests, question your major
for the tenth time and drown yourself in stress-induced tears.
According to a 2008 study conducted by the Anxiety and
Depression Association of America, 80 percent of college
students say they frequently experience stress on a daily basis,
along with 13 percent being diagnosed with a mental health
condition, such as anxiety or depression.
With stress being an unavoidable part of the college lifestyle,
tears tend to build their way into the modern college student’s
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The Arts

schedule.
“I think I’ve cried more at college than my entire lifetime
before now,” said Edinboro University sophomore Bruce Conrad.
Edinboro University’s Student Government Association (SGA)
Vice President of Finance Adam Amann also commented on the
crying habits of a college student.
“There’s enough stress [that] I believe that a college student
would cry more than an average adult. You [as a college student]
have the finance issues of a normal adult, without the money to
handle them,” he said.
However, where exactly is the best place for an Edinboro

Crying, A2

Sports
New in Bates:
Augmented
Perspectives takes over
Bates gallery this week,
check it out, A3.
Edinboro takes on Cleveland State,
B1.
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Crying
From A1
student to privately release their frustration
and hide behind their tear stained cheeks?
The following are the 10 most sobwelcoming locations on campus.
1.) Seventh floor of the Baron-Forness
Library
“No one’s ever there [the seventh floor of
the library]. It’s so quiet and you can hide in
between the shelves and just cry. And they
have cushion-y, foam mats that you can
literally just lay on and cry your eyes out,”
said Edinboro University student Desi Bailey.
Freshman Amanda Espin also expressed
how crying helps her relive some stress.
“Sometimes holding back tears is just
stressing you out more and more, but then
you cry and vent about it, and it’s like, ‘Okay,
this sucks, but I can handle it,’” she said.
2.) By the lake
“By the lake, on the bench. No one’s
paying attention to you, face towards the
lake [and] cry,” said SGA Vice President of
Student Interest Christina Brendlinger.
She continued: “Last week I had a nervous
breakdown; I was crying in between classes
and holding it back during class, so I just
wore sunglasses all day.”
Conrad also mentioned the lake as one of
his on-campus spots to tear-up at.
“Lately, I’ve been super stressed and I
actually found a new casual crying place,
which was the space over by the lake,” he
said.
3.) Third floor of the Frank G. Pogue
Student Center
“You could probably just chalk it (crying/
emotional break downs) up to college in
general. Like [think about] how much time
you spend of your life at college and all the
other things that happen that don’t really
have to do with classes, [all] while you’re
learning and trying to better yourself. You’re
still growing as a person, so there [are] a
lot of personal things that emotionally just
effect you. Four years minimum, that’s a lot
of time of your life, there’s a lot of changing
going on,” said Edinboro University alumnus
Dakoda Cox.
Edinboro University student Sarah
Pyle expressed that she believes the stress
eventually becomes more manageable,
stating, “I feel as you get older, you just learn
to deal with it better.”
4.) Shower/Bathroom
“Stress crying is the best. Where you’re not
sad, you’re just angry and frustrated,” said
Cox.
In an article published by the American
Psychological Association, Dr. Lauren
Bylsma, of the University of Pittsburgh,
conducted a study explaining that “Why you
cry and who sees you do it appear to make a
difference in whether crying helps or hurts
your emotional state.”
Bylsma’s study also found that individuals
were more likely to feel better if they cried
alone or around one other person, rather
than if they didn’t experience a mood change
and cried around two or more people.
5.) Dorm/Apartment
“For us freshmen, we’re leaving our homes
and our support system and we find a new

support system, but it’s not the same,” said
Espin.
6.) Staircases in the Highland buildings
“The staircase in highlands makes sense
because after you’re on the top floor there
[are] stairs that keep going to [a] spot where
there isn’t a floor anymore,” said Cox.
Current student Austin Horner agreed,
“I lived there for one semester — [it was]
probably the most where I cried.”
He continued: “It’s stress. I’ve got school,
really tough classes, work, Chi Alpha, and
exercising — it’s just so hard to maintain.”
7.) The Highland woods by seven and
eight
“No one usually goes by there (the
Highland woods) so you can probably have
yourself a pretty healthy cry [by] that little
sad gazebo out in the middle,” said Cox.
8.) Dugouts by baseball and softball
fields
“Who’s going to walk anywhere near there
if there’s not a game going on,” said Cox.
9.) Campus ministry office
Nicole Wiercioch, a psychology major
at Edinboro, described that a lot of the
stress — and prolonged tears — students
experience is because “you get thrown into
an environment where you have to answer
the biggest question of your life, what you
want to do with your life, and [as] if that
doesn’t cause enough stress as it is.”
10.) The round tables by the
multipurpose room B in the Pogue Student
Center
“I think crying can serve a good purpose
in being an outlet to help regulate emotions
and deal with stress. However, anything
in excess is bad, same thing with crying.
There’s a certain point where you do need to
start coming up with real solutions, but to a
certain extent, yes crying can be therapeutic,”
said Edinboro nursing major Adam Koehler.
As far as coping with college induced
stress and learning how to adult, Amann and
Brendlinger both encourage students to take
some much needed personal time.
“Take a day for yourself, [and] get off
campus. Hang out with some friends. Do
not look at school work; do not read a single
page,” said Amann.
Brendlinger added: “Get involved on
campus, because if it wasn’t for SGA and my
job, I would probably just sit in my room and
cry all day. So just get involved.”
At 8 a.m., you wake up. Instantly
overwhelmed by the day’s responsibilities,
and though you have yet to crawl out of
bed, you already want to curl back up and
sob from the anticipated stress. But no need
to drench your pillow. There are 10 other
sob-worthy places waiting for you around
campus.
Macala Leigey can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

1. “Seventh Floor of
Baron-Forness Library”
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The 21st Annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Awards Luncheon took place on Feb. 10.

Awards ceremony honors
student and Edinboro retiree
By Aaron Foster-Williams
Staff Writer

Edinboro University honored recent retiree
the Rev. Melissa Burnett for the 21st Annual
Martin Luther King, Jr. Award, along with
sophomore Ryan Stratton for the first annual Dr.
Joseph Laythe Award.
Every February, for the past two decades,
the Martin Luther King Jr. Awards Luncheon
Committee honors a member of the community
for his or her outstanding work and dedication
to helping others. This year, the committee
honored the memory of beloved professor,
colleague and friend, Dr. Joseph Laythe, by
creating a new award in his name.
His daughter, Lydia Laythe, commemorated
her father, who was also a recipient of the Dr.
King Award in 2014.
Many people did not get the chance to
meet Laythe, but Lydia was able to paint a
vivid picture, describing the type of man he
was. Before she announced the winner of the
award named after her father, she gave a brief
description of what made him so unique.
“Being a middle class, cisgender, straight,
white male, my dad was about as privileged
as they come. He never experienced sexism,
or racism, or homophobia, but that didn’t
stop him from intervening when those acts
of discrimination or prejudice took place. He
understood the power that accompanied his
privilege, and he used it to dismantle the system
of oppression that gave him that privilege in the
first place,” Lydia Laythe said.
After her speech, she introduced Ryan
Stratton, the recipient of the Dr. Laythe award.
Stratton is involved in several organizations,
including ROTC, Chi Alpha, SAP Mentors and
the Council for Exceptional Children.
When asked how it felt to be the first recipient
of this award, Ryan simply replied, “blessed.”
Stratton never had the opportunity to meet
Laythe, but thanks to YouTube, he was able to
hear one of his speeches.
“It’s unfortunate because I got this award

for this guy that I don’t know, but I’ve heard so
much about him, and that’s how you know a
person has left a legacy because he’s not doing
the talking about himself, everyone else is,” he
said.
Pertrina Marrero, the director of diversity and
inclusion, is also the chairperson of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Awards Luncheon committee and
discussed the process for picking the winner.
“The caveats of the Dr. Joseph Laythe award
wanted us to nominate a person who embodied
the spirit of Dr. Laythe, who was connected to
their civility and service to others while working
towards eradicating prejudices, racial biases and
challenging the status quo,” Marrero explained.
Next, Marrero introduced the winner of the
Dr. King award, the Rev. Melissa Burnett.
Burnett has lead the prison ministry at the
Pennsylvania Department of Corrections in
Cambridge Springs. She works with a churchsponsored program to provide school supplies
for students while also serving on the Crawford
School District board of directors. She is most
notable for her 28 years at Edinboro University.
Burnett talked about what it meant to receive
an award named after the civil rights leader.
“I read a lot of Dr. King’s things and it wasn’t
about the degrees and it wasn’t about his Nobel
Peace Prize and all the awards he received in
his lifetime. It was about strictly serving people,
making them better and helping them realize
their potential and their worth, and pushing
them to their destinies. And that’s what I’ve
done here at Edinboro for 29 years and have
loved every single minute of it and I will stay
connected,” Burnett said.
She continued, “Somehow, somewhere along
this journey of life, my greatest fulfillment has
been, and will continue to be, to serve mankind.”
The recipients of the 2017 Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Award and the Dr. Joseph Laythe
Award both credited God to their success and
recognition.
Aaron Foster-Williams can be reached at
eupnews.spectator@gmail.com.

Feb. 1— A resident of Rose Hall reported that unknown individual(s) removed $20 from his wallet
sometime between Dec. 25 and Jan. 28. Charges are pending as the investigation is continuing.
Feb. 3 — University police recently conducted a traffic stop where a vehicle had no headlights on at
12:54 a.m. on Scotland Road in front of Highlands 7. Both passengers were reportedly found to be in
possession of and under the influence of alcohol. Being under the legal age of 21, Alexander Kopriva, 20
and Ford Reynolds, 20, were charged with underage drinking.
Feb. 3 — At approximately 2 a.m., as an officer was walking through Highlands 3, he overheard a party
and talk of alcohol coming from room 3308, according to a police report. In response to the officer’s
knock, a resident opened the door and alcohol was seen in plain view. Occupants of the room Bryce
Bauer, 20, Katie Burdick, 19, and Jacoby Passmore, 20, were each found in possession and under the
influence of alcohol. Being under the legal age of 21, each was charged with underage drinking.
Feb. 6 — A student reported that she placed items in an unlocked locker in the women’s locker room
near the fitness center in the Pogue Student Center at approximately 10 a.m. When she returned at
approximately 12:15 p.m., she found her black Lenovo laptop, valued at $300, and a grey and purple wallet
containing her debit card and $40 in gift cards was missing. The investigation is continuing.
Feb. 7 — At approximately 9:03 p.m., officers responded to a report of the odor of marijuana at room
3355 of Highlands 3. Upon officers’ arrival, the odor of marijuana was reportedly very strong and one of
the residents of the room admitted to possessing it. Charges are pending in the case.
Feb. 9 — At 11 a.m., a resident of Rose Hall reported that unknown individuals(s) made unauthorized
withdrawals from his bank account. Withdrawals were made on Feb. 7 and Feb. 9. The withdrawals
totaled $529. Charges are pending the completion of the investigation.
Feb. 9 — A resident of Highlands 2 reported that unknown individual(s) removed a pillow top mattress
from her room during the evening hours. The investigation is continuing.
Feb. 9 — Upon officers’ arrival at room 2207 of Highlands 2, which was the sight of a fire alarm at
7:51 p.m., a strong odor of marijuana was reportedly detected. After determining there was no fire in the
room, officers waited for the occupants to return after the fire alarm evacuation. Levi Johnson, 19, allowed
officers to search his room and they found rolling papers as well as a very small amount of marijuana.
Johnson was charged with disorderly conduct.
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Make-a-Wish
From A1
me a wish when I was a kid, and to see them do
that for her, it just makes me extremely happy,”
said Hale.
All four members of the family are looking
forward to spending time together and just being
able to get away for a week.
“We’ve been in and out of Pittsburgh Children’s
Hospital, and there were times where we would
have to go for days at a time and leave my oldest at
home with family and friends.
“It’s a hard journey on the whole family when
someone has a disability, and we have to go drive
three hours each way to get to the doctor that is
helping her,” Couse said.
Stork said, “These illnesses can sometimes tear

Section A n Page 3

a family apart, so to be able to be brought together
as a family for one week and enjoy yourself and
not worry about doctors’ appointments and not
worry about hospital stays, that is the true gift that
they can do as a family.”
This is the fourth year Edinboro University has
presented a child with their wish.
“We were very fortunate our student athletes
last year raised a lot of money for Make-a-Wish.
We were third in the entire country for Make-aWish at about $16,000,” said Edinboro University
Athletic Director Bruce Baumgartner.
During the men’s basketball game halftime,
athletes presented Make-a-Wish with a check for
over $600,000, which is how much the NCAA’s
Division II raised this past year.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

ACA repeal could cut back funds for recovering addicts
By Tony Pugh

McClatchy Washington Bureau
A new study by Harvard Medical School and
New York University shows that repealing the
Affordable Care Act would cut $5.5 billion a year
for substance-abuse and mental health treatment,
creating a 50 percent spike in the number of
people unable to address their opioid dependence.
The lost funding would have sweeping
implications as deaths from opioid abuse continue
to rise across the nation and local governments
struggle with the effects on their communities.
Repeal without replacement of funds would
have “particularly adverse effects” on states like
Kentucky and Pennsylvania, wrote Harvard
health economics professor Richard Frank and
Sherry Glied, dean of the Wagner School of Public
Service at New York University.
Both states used the health care law’s Medicaid
expansion to promote medication-assisted
treatment for opioid abusers. Medicaid now pays
for 35 percent to 50 percent of all medicationassisted treatment in Kentucky, the study found.
In Pennsylvania, it’s 30 percent.
“They would find it much more challenging to
maintain these evidence-based programs in the
face of a repeal of those expansions,” Frank and
Glied wrote.
“We estimate that approximately 1,253,000
people with serious mental disorders and about
2.8 million Americans with a substance use
disorder, of whom about 222,000 have an opioid
disorder, would lose some or all of their insurance
coverage” under a repeal of Obamacare, Frank

and Glied wrote.
The 21st Century Cures Act boosted funding
for opioid treatment by $1 billion over two years,
and money to treat serious mental illnesses by
about $200 million in 2017. The funding helped
provide opioid treatment for some 420,000 people
who need it but can’t access or afford it. Repealing
the Affordable Care Act would increase that
number by more than 210,000, Frank and Glied
found.
“The human impact of repealing the Affordable
Care Act cannot be overstated,” said a statement
from Gary Mendell, CEO of Shatterproof, a
nonprofit organization that fights addiction.
“Four million Americans who are struggling with
mental illness or substance use disorders would
lose access to life-saving treatment and care if
Congress moves forward with ACA repeal.”
In Florida, which fills 623 opioid prescriptions
per 1,000 people, nearly 200,000 get substance
abuse treatment through their marketplace
coverage, the study found.
In Texas, it’s nearly 153,000, and nearly 28,000
in Missouri.
In all three states, care would be jeopardized if
Affordable Care Act repeal slashes federal funding
for the subsidies that help marketplace plan
members pay their premiums.
In a statement, Linda Rosenberg, CEO and
president of the National Council for Behavioral
Health, said repeal essentially would leave states
“to deal with their increasing addiction and death
rates on their own. The opioid epidemic is already
taking a massive toll in our communities, and if
anything we need more resources, not less.”
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Faculty and students to face-off in
campus college bowl competition
Dakota Palmer
News Editor

Each fall semester, Edinboro University
hosts a college bowl competition, where
student teams from academic departments
face off against each other in heated trivia.
The questions can be about virtually any
subject, which makes it that much more
interesting.
Associate professor in the English and
Philosophy department, Dr. Roger Solberg,
is creating a new college bowl with a twist –
the faculty will play the students.
“Because we had fewer teams in the
campus tournament than we usually do,
I had more question packets left over so I
thought, ‘why don’t we do something with
them?’” said Solberg.
He stated that the match started off small,
with only one faculty team playing one
undergraduate student team. However, he
received more interest from the faculty and
decided there would be two faculty teams, an
undergraduate student team and a graduate
student team.
The undergraduate team consists of
students from the fall campus competition
who had the highest individual scores from
the toss up questions. Solberg said that he
picked students from different disciplines.
“We have math, we have science, we have
social science and we have humanities. I did
the same with the faculty teams and tried
to distribute those people so that they were
roughly equivalent as far as what their area
of specialization is,” said Solberg.
Undergraduate team member Casey
Conrad-Medvis said: “Who wins will
depend on how competitive the professors
get. I think we’ll have an edge in pop culture
and current events, but it’s hard to say.”

Solberg said, “In a way, I think the
students might have an edge because a
number of the questions are pop culture
questions, and if you got a question about
some hip hop artist or something like that,
they’re going to know those.
“On the other hand, the faculty have a
deeper knowledge of academic subjects, so
you just never know. The questions are all
over the place.”
Librarian and member of one of the
faculty teams Dr. Monty McAdoo said,
“Among other things, it [the event] allows
students and faculty to see and interact with
each other on an entirely different and fun
level.”
Graduate student Andrew Confer is
excited for the competition and said, “This
is the fourth year I’ve done the competition,
and I have a lot of confidence in our team.”
Conrad-Medvis, McAdoo and Confer
have not prepared for the competition yet.
However, Dr. Peter McLaughlin of the
psychology department said that he has been
preparing by looking at old trivia games and
testing himself on the cards.
“The faculty in general have the
edge because what used to be taught in
universities was called the trivium. We’ve
just got that upper hand with the knowledge
base,” McLaughlin said.
“Since this is brand new, we don’t know
what’s going to happen. Hopefully, it will
become an annual tradition,” said Solberg.
The college bowl competition will be held
on Feb. 23 in the Pogue Multipurpose Room
B at 5 p.m.
Dakota Palmer can be reached at eupnews.
spectator@gmail.com.

Temple University student drops lawsuit
against parents in tuition payment case
By Michael Boren

The Philadelphia Inquirer
The saga of a former Temple University
student who sued her parents to force them
to pay tuition—causing an ugly New Jersey
court battle in which a judge said he had
“never seen a family torn apart the way this
family is torn apart”—has ended, according
to her father.
The two sides have agreed to drop the case,
Michael Ricci, 46, said, following an appellate
court ruling Friday that said Caitlyn Ricci’s
parents do not have to pay her tuition. A
lower court had originally ruled in favor of
Caitlyn Ricci, 23.
Michael Ricci said Tuesday he and his exwife, Maura McGarvey, have reconciled with
Caitlyn, and are working on repairing their
relationship with her.
“It’s going to take some time to heal,” said
Ricci, of Haddon Heights, N.J. “It’s going to
take some time for us to work on this. But
nothing can break the bond between parents
and their kids, so we’ll get through it. We’ll
move on, and we’ll be a happy family again.”
In October 2014, a Superior Court judge in
Camden ruled that Caitlyn Ricci’s divorced
parents had to pay $16,000 of their daughter’s
tuition at Temple. They refused, arguing that
she failed to apply for all available financial
aid and that she never told them she was
planning to attend the university.
The parents said they did, however, pay
$906 of their daughter’s tuition for Rowan
College at Gloucester County, which a judge
also ordered them to pay after a two-hour
hearing in which Caitlyn’s mother tearfully
told the court, “I love that child more than
anything, but she only wants the money.”
Caitlyn Ricci sued her parents several
months after leaving her mother’s
Washington Township home in February

2013. Her parents said that she had been
kicked out of “Disney College”—an
internship program associated with Walt
Disney World in Florida—after she was
caught drinking underage, and that she
refused to do chores at home. Caitlyn Ricci
said she left after a dispute about taking a
summer class.
She moved into the Cherry Hill, N.J., home
of her grandparents, her father’s parents,
who have a long-standing rift with their son.
Michael Ricci has accused them of steering
her actions. His father, Matthew Ricci,
declined to comment Tuesday.
The state appellate court Friday, in
reversing the lower court’s decision that had
required the parents to pay tuition, said “an
independent child choosing her own path is
not entitled to support, because support is
due only to a child who is not emancipated.”
The appellate court encouraged Caitlyn
Ricci and her parents to settle the issue
outside of litigation, saying “the chasm
between parents and child surely will widen”
otherwise.
Kelli Martone, who represented Caitlyn’s
mother, said Tuesday in a statement that the
Ricci family is “closing this matter for good.”
Michael Ricci said Caitlyn, who did not
return a call Tuesday, is now living on her
own in South Jersey and taking classes at
Rowan.
He said Caitlyn is paying back a loan for
her Temple education. The dispute, he said,
has been “put to bed.”
“It’s over, it’s done with,” he said. “And,
hopefully, other divorced parents don’t have
to go through something like this with their
child.”
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’AUGMENTED PERspectiveS’ IN BATES GALLERY
By Anna Ashcraft

and you realize there’s a lot of
texture and stuff,” she said.
“From far away they just
look like shapes, then you get
really close and you see the
thick paint, stuff like that.”
Myers paints oil on a panel
to create pictures of familiar
items like pizza and pool balls,
along with a self-portrait
painted on a mirror. White
creates paintings of clouds
on a panel using different
thicknesses of paint to create
texture. She paints an array
of “screenshots to memories
I’ve had personally,” ranging
from a colorful sunset to bright
white cumulus clouds.
“I think if you’re afraid of
not having enough [art work
for a show], don’t let that stop
you. You can do it with more
than one person. You’d be
surprised how easy it is to fill
up the wall space once you lay

Managing Editor

“Augmented Perspectives”—
recently on display in the
Bates Gallery — featured oil
paintings by Jacque White,
Maggie Myers and Brooke
Ebeling.
Ebeling, a senior art student
at Edinboro, said the theme of
the show is “space.”
“Everyone in the show
handled the space in the
composition a little differently,”
she said.
Ebeling creates textured
landscapes, using oil on
canvas, by first painting a
landscape, enlarging, then
flattening it, creating an almost
“puzzle” like effect.
“For mine, I like the big
paintings, because you can
actually see them from the
hallway. Then you get closer

out all your paintings,” said
Ebeling. “It is scary. I didn’t
want to do it. I was kind of
coaxed into it. Once you do
it, it’s like ‘yeah, everyone
should be doing it.’ It’s nice.
It’s exciting to see your stuff on
the wall.”
EU students from the art
department are eligible to
apply for a spot in the Bates
Gallery, run by the Student Art
League. Any student wishing
to have their work displayed
can fill out an application
form the semester before their
intended show.
Bates Gallery features weekly
exhibitions and is located
in Loveland Hall. It is open
Tuesday through Friday, from
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Anna Ashcraft can be
reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.

Left: “Multiply” by
Maggie Myers.
Top right: A collection by
Maggie Myers
Right: “An Exploration of
Light and Shadown” by
Brooke Ebeling
Bottom right: “Red” by
Jacque White
Photos by Anna Ashcraft
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Erie Art Museum open President’s
Day with free admission, live music
By Kimberly Firestine
Arts Editor

The Erie Art Museum
will be open on President’s
Day — Monday, Feb. 20 —
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
museum is offering free
admission, with suggested
and encouraged donations.
Currently open exhibits
include the new Tin-Plated

WWW.CLARION.EDU/SUMMER
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
CALL 800-672-7171
OR E-MAIL
CLARIONONLINE@CLARION.EDU
It is the policy of Clarion University of Pennsylvania that there shall be equal opportunity in all of its educational programs, services, and benefits, and there
shall be no discrimination with regard to a student’s or prospective student’s gender, gender identity, race or color, ethnicity, national origin or ancestry, age,
mental or physical disability, religion or creed, genetic information, affectional or sexual orientation, veteran status, or other classifications that are protected
under Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and other
pertinent state and federal laws and regulations. Direct inquiries to the Title IX Coordinator, Clarion University of Pennsylvania, 103 Carrier Administration
Building, sfenske@clarion.edu or phone 814-393-2351, or the Director of Social Equity, 210 Carrier Administration Building 16214-1232; Email asalsgiver@
clarion.edu or phone 814-393-2109. Inquiries may also be directed to the Director of the Office for Civil Rights, Department of Education, 330 Independence
Avenue, SW, Washington, DC 20201.

Ensemble — a group of
internationally renowned
percussionist Kahil El’
Zabar, Corey Wilkes on
trumpet and Alex Harding
on baritone saxophone.
For more information,
call 814-459-5477or visit
erieartmuseum.org.
Kimberly Firestine can be
reached at ae.spectator@
gmail.com.

Art Therapy Club offers stress relief and crafting
By Kimberly Firestine
Arts Editor

Get a complete schedule at

Dreams: Sculptures by
William Brady, Jr., ceramic
sculptures by Sergei
Isupov, Hidden Messages,
Earth Stories and the
new installation “Kids as
Curators.”
The museum is also
hosting a Mid-Day art
break from 12:00 p.m. to
1:00 p.m. featuring music
from the Ethnic Heritage

“Art Therapy Club is a place
where we can collaborate both
personally and artistically
while learning about and
creating some commonly
used art therapy projects,”
said Leeann Allagas, graduate
assistant in the Master of Arts
in Counseling Art Therapy
program.
The group — which meets
every Wednesday from 4:30
p.m. to 6 p.m. in room 100
of Butterfield Hall — began
Sept. 9, 2015 and was formally
recognized by the Student
Government Association on
March 16, 2016.
“This would not have
been possible without the
persistence of Dr. Snyder, Dr.
Orr and Jessica Donnelly,” said

Allagas.
Typically, ATC meetings
consist of “preselected projects”
and all supplies for attendees
to use to create their pieces and
engage in the activity.
“We welcome everyone to
bring their favorite supplies
that help them tap into their
creativity,” said Allagas. “Our
projects are really about the
process more than the finished
product, [and] while we work
we also discuss what’s on our
minds, chat about our plans
for the future and interact with
our art collectively.”
Allagas noted that the club
started as a response to student
interest in the art therapy
concentration of the Master
of Arts in Counseling degree
program.
“Originally, we were trying
to show the connection

of psychology, art and art
education with the capacity
to enhance one’s learning
experience and possibility
of incorporating art therapy
into their future,” said Allagas.
“Today, we are also hoping
to help undergrads become
more aware of the field of art
therapy and to help connect
them with current art therapy
graduate students at Edinboro
in hopes of continual growth
and partnership.”
Art Therapy Club also
offers online students the
opportunity to join in on
the projects, via Zoom — an
online conference website.
For more information,
Allagas can be reached at
la161237@scots.edinboro.edu
Kimberly Firestine can be
reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.
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‘Bleed for This’ gets saved by the bell

“Arrival”
When aliens first make contact with Earth, what is the first thing that mankind will do?
In “Arrival,” they try to communicate. Dr. Louise Banks (Amy Adams) is hired to translate
the alien language to English so they can understand what they are trying to say and more
importantly, why they are here. “Arrival” tells the story of first contact and what would
happen between the powers of Earth and extraterrestrials.
Cast: Amy Adams (Louise Banks), Jeremy Renner (Ian Donnelly) and Forest Whitaker
(Colonel Weber)
Other Nominations: Cinematography, Directing, Film Editing, Production Design, Sound
Editing, Sound Mixing and Writing (Adapted Screenplay)
‘Bleed for This’ stars Miles Teller as Vinny Pazienza, a world champion boxer.

By Gabriel Hypes

Assistant Arts Editor
“Bleed for This” is a boxing
movie that shares a lot of the
same characteristics with every
other movie in the genre.
There’s heart, fight and a
whole lot of courage that feels
real, as it should, because
it’s based on a real-life
comeback story. It wasn’t a
major problem in movies like
“Rocky” or “Creed,” but you
could wonder at certain points
with those fictions: “would
any of this happen in the real
world?”
This film doesn’t have that
problem and it feels genuine.
The feel-good aspect of the
film, making it seem like
you can take on the world, is
almost where the positives end
though. The rest of “Bleed for
This” feels like the younger
brother, maybe even a cousin,
to the boxing movies that
came before it.
Vinny (Miles Teller) is a
boxer that does not know
when to quit. Even when he
wins a bout, he stills ends
up in the hospital. He is a
character that an audience can
get behind and root for, and
Teller brings out his best traits
and is the high point.
While none of the other
characters were horrible,
it just felt like they were
either handled wrong or just
unlikeable.

Kevin Rooney (Aaron
Eckhart) plays Vinny’s
trainer in the film. He’s an
experienced veteran that has
worked with the best, but also
suffers from alcoholism.
Even with the problems,
he works hard to make Vinny
capable of beating anyone,
though we don’t see much
genuine connection between
coach and athlete. Thinking
of past duos — like Rocky and
Mick — a real connection that
viewers could feel is lacking.
Even if they were fictional
characters, they felt more real
than Rooney and Vinny.
This relationship façade
could be the result of the
“overcoming of conflict” that
“Bleed for This” never really
gives us. Rocky fights with
Mickey, but you see them
work through it later, admit
their faults, and work towards
being a champion. Whenever
conflict arises for Vinny, even
with his accident, it seems like
conflict solves itself.
We know he can overcome
adversity, but it never seems
like it is very hard or costly
for him.
Whether you think of
“Bleed for This” as a boxing
movie or an emotional story,
it doesn’t do either as well
as it could. Looking back
at “Creed” from last year, it
gave us beautiful, drawn-out
shots that put you in the fight.

“Bleed for This” uses a lot of
quick shot changes that make
the fights seem short and hard
to follow. You wouldn’t know
who was winning if it wasn’t
for the crowd and announcers
telling us.
On the emotional side,
“Bleed for This” does do a
great job, but as stated earlier,
it doesn’t do enough to break
the high ceiling the “Rocky”
movies created. Vinny has
no real love interest, he has a
loving family, but we don’t see
them much together and when
we do, they fight and Vinny
really only cares about himself.
That isn’t a bad thing, but
it is hard to favor Vinny over
someone like Rocky who
would give up everything he
has earned for the ones he
loves.
“Bleed for This” wasn’t a
bad movie at all. Miles Teller
is great like he has been in
most of his films; Vinny was
a character that could inspire
us all with the troubles we
face in life and it was at least
entertaining.
However, there were a lot of
small problems where just a
few adjustments would have
gone a long way. “Bleed for
This” is worth a watch, though
it doesn’t stack up to the
boxing movies of the past.
Gabriel Hypes can be
reached at ae.spectator@gmail.
com.

Laugh/Riot presents ‘Deviant Behavior,’
the company’s new yearly improv show
By Anna Ashcraft

Managing Editor | Features
With February usually comes the New Works
Festival, featuring plays by up-and-coming
playwrights from throughout the country.
This year, the Laugh/Riot Performing Arts
Company has changed things up a bit. They
have discontinued their New Works Festival and
improvisation group Laugh/Half and have replaced
both with a new yearly improv show.
“For the last couple of years, we have had an
improv group that performs semi-regularly that
was part of Laugh/Riot called the Laugh/Half,” said
director Rob Connick. “We couldn’t give it the time
or energy to give it a full production and I felt like it
pretty much plateaued, that without investing more
time and effort into it, it wasn’t going to get better.”
“Deviant Behavior” is an all-improv show,
part of Laugh/Riot, directed by Rob Connick. It
will feature special guests — local magicians Cliff
and Amy Hopkins on Fridays, burlesque troupe
ladies on Saturdays and musician Justin Moyar on
Sundays.
The first 30 to 40 minutes will feature an improv
show where red and black teams will compete for
points. After the show, a winner will be selected,
then the special guest will perform. Given 40
minutes during the special guest performance, the
cast must put together a 15-minute play based on
what the audience tells them and perform it to end
the evening.
“At that point the audience will give a literary
genre or film genre, TV genre, a title, and someone
will either pull a prop out of their purse, give them
a jacket, give them a shoe, give them something,
give them a character,” said Connick. “Then the
cast is going to have that entire guest performance
time to go away and when they come back they
are going to present a fully original, newly created
20-minute play, with that title, in that genre, with
that prop or character, as one of the main pieces
to it.”
Connick emphasized the performance will be
different every night because it is improv and the

Photo: Anna Ashcraft
The cast of ‘Deviant Behavior’ practices improv
in Diebold Center for the Performing Arts.

actors are coming up with everything on the spot
based on audience participation.
“It’s going to be based on what the audience calls
out and what they’re given to work with; we wont
know for certain. Odds are in eight performances
they’re never going to get the same things called.
That will make it a challenge for the actors,”
Connick said.
“Deviant Behavior” is part of Edinboro’s theatre
history. It was an improv group on campus from
around 1999 to 2006, in which Connick was
involved during his time here at Edinboro.
Connick mentioned the fact that every year they
try to bring back an old show from the program’s
history. This year, with “Deviant Behavior” being
brought back, it has caught the attention of alumni
with whom this might be a familiar name.
“We’re hoping that by bringing the name back
we are showing how even though Laugh/Riot isn’t
connected to the university, we are still very much
a part of the performance history here and aware of
it,” said Connick.
The show runs Feb. 16, 17, 18, 23, 24 and 25 at
7:30 p.m. It also runs Sundays, Feb. 19 and 26 at
2:30 p.m. in Diebold Performing Arts Center.
Tickets are $10 for general admission, $5 for E.U.
faculty, staff, seniors and non-E.U. students and $3
for E.U. students. Ticket and show information can
be found online at laughrioterie.com or Facebook.
com/LaughRiotErie.
Anna Ashcraft can be reached at ae.spectator@
gmail.com.

“Hidden Figures”
“Hidden Figures” tells the tale of three extraordinary women of color in history:
Katherine G. Johnson (Taraji P. Henson), Dorothy Vaughan (Octavia Spencer) and Mary
Jackson (Janelle Monaé), who together overcome the odds of race relations in America in
the ‘60s and make their mark on the worlds of engineering, math and computer science.
Cast: Taraji P. Henson (Katherine Johnson), Octavia Spencer (Dorothy Vaughn), Kevin
Costner (Al Harrison) and Kirsten Dunst (Vivian Michael)
Other Nominations: Actress in a Supporting Role (Octavia Spencer) and Writing (Adapted
Screenplay)

'La La Land' has much to sing about at the BAFTA Awards
By Yvonne Villarreal
Los Angeles Times

“La La Land” shined
brightly at the 70th BAFTA
Awards, winning in five
categories at the biggest
film awards show outside
the U.S. a couple of weeks
before the Academy
Awards.
“La La Land” went
into the BAFTAs with the
most nominations (11)
and ended the night with

wins for best film, director
(Damien Chazelle), leading
actress (Emma Stone),
cinematography and
original music, keeping
the musical’s momentum
ahead of the Oscars on
Feb. 26.
Other winners Sunday
included Casey Affleck as
lead actor in “Manchester
by the Sea,” as well as Viola
Davis (“Fences”) and Dev
Patel (“Lion”) for their

supporting performances.
Ken Loache’s “I, Daniel
Blake” took home the
award for outstanding
British film. And the EE
Rising Star BAFTA Award,
the only award voted on
by the public, went to
Tom Holland (“Captain
America: Civil War”).
The ceremony was held
at London’s Royal Albert
Hall and featured the
return of Stephen Fry.
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Adele says ‘Hello’ to 5 new Grammys
By Mikael Wood
Los Angeles Times

It was Adele’s night. But it
happened in Beyoncés world.
That was the takeaway
of Sunday’s 59th Grammy
Awards, where the young
British singer won three of the
music industry’s biggest prizes
, album, record and song of the
year , yet seemed overshadowed
by the visionary multimedia
star she described as her idol.
Accepting the album of
the year award for “25,” her
blockbuster set of personal, oldfashioned pop ballads, Adele
said she couldn’t rightfully
take the Grammy knowing
that it came at the expense of
“Lemonade,” Beyoncé’s album
connecting one woman’s
marital troubles to the wider
cultural struggle faced by
women of color.
“You are our light,” Adele
told Beyoncé, who looked on
with an expression of queenly
gratitude.
It wasn’t the only moment in
Sunday’s show, broadcast live
on CBS from Staples Center
in downtown Los Angeles, in
which Adele seemed to wobble
under the pressure of her
position , and Beyoncé thrived
in the spotlight.
Opening the production with
a performance of her hit single
“Hello,” Adele had trouble
nailing a couple of notes,
instantly bringing to mind her
flawed performance on last
year’s show.
She quickly locked in, but
things went worse when she
returned to pay tribute to the
late George Michael by doing
his song “Fastlove” , and then,
about a minute in, had to
stop the song and start again,
dropping an F-bomb in the
process.
“I’m sorry if I offended
anyone,” she said, a wild look of
fear in her eyes.
In contrast, Beyoncé was a
study in composure during a

stunning medley of two songs
from “Lemonade” , the slinky
“Love Drought” and the pensive
“Sandcastles” , that depicted the
singer, who recently announced
that she’s pregnant with twins,
as a kind of spiritual earth
mother.
Dressed in a flowing gown
and elaborate head piece,
Beyoncé moved slowly but
surely down a long runway
surrounded by female dancers,
then took a seat in a wooden
chair that reclined nearly 90
degrees over empty space , all
while she continued to sing
powerfully and with palpable
emotion in her voice.
The performance was a
masterful show of strength and
delicacy, intelligence and feeling
, one she pulled off not in
spite of her changing body but
because of it.
Elsewhere in the show
Beyoncé won the award for
urban contemporary album
and spoke eloquently in her
acceptance speech about the
need to confront ideas that
make us uncomfortable and her
determination to give voice to
others’ pain.
Adele’s domination of the
major categories , she also
took pop solo performance
and pop vocal album , was
well in keeping the Grammys’
longstanding preference for
tradition over innovation.
(This year several of
pop’s most vibrant creators,
including the R&B singer Frank
Ocean and the rapper Drake,
elected to skip the show, with
Ocean saying publicly that
the Grammys don’t celebrate
success the way he sees it.)
Yet again and again Sunday,
it was the traditionalists who
seemed shaken while disruptors
found solid ground.
A collaboration between the
country star Kelsea Ballerini
and Lukas Forchhammer of the
Danish pop-soul band Lukas
Graham , two young singers

lovingly mining old styles ,
felt woefully free of chemistry,
while a tribute to the Bee Gees
on the 40th anniversary of
“Saturday Night Fever” had
vocal power but little of the Bee
Gees’ silky rhythmic drive.
Performing Metallica’s “Moth
Into Flame” with help from
Lady Gaga (for some hard-tofathom reason), that band’s
James Hetfield encountered a
malfunctioning microphone.
And then there was the
classically inclined country
singer Sturgill Simpson, a
left-field nominee for album of
the year with his excellent “A
Sailor’s Guide to Earth,” looking
deeply uncomfortable as he
performed in front of a small
orchestra.
In contrast, Chance the
Rapper, named best new artist,
seemed to beam determination
in his lively rendition of several
tunes from his album “Coloring
Book,” which upended recordindustry convention by being
available only to stream, not
to buy.
Katy Perry was sneakily
effective doing “Chained to the
Rhythm,” her new single that
might have been inspired by the
rise of fake news in last year’s
divisive election cycle.
“Dance to the distortion,”
she sang, “Keep it on repeat,
stumbling around like a wasted
zombie.”
A clearer political moment
came from A Tribe Called
Quest, the groundbreaking hiphop group, which rampaged
through its song “We the People
... “ , about who rightfully
belongs in America , as a long
line of people of color marched
around the rappers.
To finish the song, Busta
Rhymes addressed “President
Agent Orange,” calling attention
to what he described as the
“evil you’ve been perpetuating”
around the world.
And he wasn’t sorry if he’d
offended anyone.
Graphic: Shelby Kirk
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ACROSS
__ Lemon; Tina Fey's role on "30 Rock"
Disney's "__ in Toyland"
"__ Got a Secret"
Lemony drink
Rump __; cut of beef
"What __ to Wear"
Seven months from now: abbr.
Change slightly
Take a load off
"__ Days"
Linda Lavin sitcom
Role on "NCIS: New Orleans"
Smells
Guitarist __ Montgomery
Afternoon rest
Maya's role on "Up AllNight"
Wedding cake parts
"American Housewife" actress
Not as adorned
Aisha __; host of "Whose Line Is It Anyway?"
"__ Life to Live"
French farewell
Battery size
"__ to Billie Joe"
Not as narrow
Actor on "The A-Team"
"The Wizard of Oz" opening setting: abbr.
Live and __; benefit from experience
Burro
DOWN
Actor LaRue of old westerns
Perfect
One of the Marx Brothers
Hee-hawed
E-mail provider for millions
"__ Masterson"; old Gene Barry western series
Suffix for Japan or Nepal
"__ Dogs"; Dustin Hoffman film
"__ Edition"
__ one's opinion; speaks out
Ending for Paul or Nan
"Semi-__"; Will Ferrell movie
"__& Order"
The Lone Ranger's companion
"Wagon __"
Colorado ski resort
Actress Peet
Dancer, actor and singer Ben __
"Avengers: __of Ultron"; Robert Downey Jr.
"The Lord of the Rings: The __of the King"
Stallone, to friends
Speaking that is slow and prolongs vowel sounds
Peruvian pack animal
"The Wonder __"
"The __ of Eli"; Denzel Washington film
Word of disgust
"__ Hard"; Bruce Willis movie
Actress and director Lupino
Suffix for auction or command

Answers to last week’s puzzle:
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Men’s and Women’s Swimming
PSAC Championships
Feb. 16 | All Day
York, PA

LGBTQIA Commission Meeting
Feb. 16 | 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Crawford Center, Conference Room

EU Working Groups
Town Hall Meeting
Feb. 16 | 10 a.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center

Social Equity
Distinguished Lecture Series
Feb. 16 | 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center
Scot Cinema

Laugh/Riot Presents
“Deviant Behavior”
Feb. 16 | 7:30 p.m.
Diebold Center
for the Performing Arts

Edinboro’s Got Talent
Feb. 17 | 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Frank G. Pogue Student Center
MPR A

I Love the 90s Tour
Feb. 17 | 8 p.m.
Erie Insurance Arena, Erie

National Theater Live: Amadeus
Feb. 19 | 12:55 p.m.
Mary D’Angelo
Performing Arts Center, Erie

Brewer’s Cup Home Brew Festival
Feb. 18 | 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
The Brewerie at Union Station, Erie

Environment Erie
Murder Mystery Event
Feb. 17 | 6:30 p.m.
Womens Club of Erie, Erie

The Nice Guys
Feb. 22 at 7 p.m.
FILM At The Erie Art Museum
Scan For Tickets:
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The men’s and women’s basketball squads both fell on Make-A-Wish night, losing to Indiana University of Pennsylvania.

Rosten and Baston lead the way in scoring for Scots, teams fall
By Michael Lantinen
Sports Editor

On Feb. 11, McComb Fieldhouse hosted its annual
Make-A- Wish event, inviting in Indiana University of
Pennsylvania for men’s and women’s basketball. Both teams
would be riding losing streaks, hoping some home cooking
was all they needed to pull out a win.
The night started with the women, a team that’s shown
the capability to play with any other in the conference.
Following their 16-game winning streak near the beginning
of the season, the Scots have gone just 2-4 since, bringing
their record for the year to 18-6.
Their game against IUP would be a tough one to swallow,
as they fell, 79-63. After falling behind early, the women
had difficulties getting back into the contest. Katie Fischer
and Michelle Jahn were a combined 8-25, or 32 percent
shooting from the field.
Full-court pressure applied by IUP kept the Edinboro
offense uneasy, forcing the star guards to work earlier
rather than later just to get into their half-court sets.
Ending the second quarter with a splash, both Fisher and
Jahn would make a push, Fisher drawing a charge and Jahn
with a corner three to keep the game within 10 points.
Ciara Rosten’s presence in the post and Lindsey Jahn’s
defensive performance off the bench was the recipe
throughout the second half. Lindsey Jahn took over,
drawing charge after charge, changing the pace of the game
for the remainder of the half. As the third closed out, Fisher
and Michelle Jahn made their mark once again, as Fisher hit
a three herself and Jahn made a diving save for a loose ball.
A late push from the Scots ending in a Rosten up-andunder would bring the Scots to within six points, the closest
they had been all game. But once again, like she seemed to
have done all night, IUP’s number five, Carolyn Appleby
made a three to extend IUP’s lead. Appleby would finish the
night with 23 points on over 50 percent from the field.
The men would face a similar fate in the following
game as they fell to IUP, 91-76. Despite the loss, Maceo
Baston continued his improvement, putting up a field goal
percentage of over 75 percent on the way to 24 points.
Baston picked his spots, weaving in and out through
the paint, working his f loater and mid-range jumper.
Possessing the size and skills for a elite swingman, Baston

used his quickness expertly. On a specific play during the
first quarter (where he single handedly kept the team in
the game), Baston demonstrated the patience that makes
him the scorer that he has shown he can be, as he slithered
into the paint, nulled a defender to sleep, and raised for the
f loater.
As the season has gone on, Jaymon Mason has been the
obvious offensive leader of the team, but even when Baston
or sharpshooter Sheldon Brogdon have came up big, others
have seemed to have an off night.
It was a night that saw the Scots trail throughout. A
final push was made in the fourth where they scored nine
straight points, but unfortunately, it wouldn’t be enough as
IUP closed them out. The fourth ranked Crimson Hawks
continue their season, looking to make a real impact on the
division II national scene.
Mikael Anderson returned after a minor injury earlier
this season, helping to bolster the forward position where
he spends most of his time playing the three and the four.

Photo: Michael Lantinen

Jaymon Mason rises for a jumper in the first quarter

Wrestling cruises over Cleveland St.
By Michael Lantinen
Sports Editor

Photo: Britton Rozzelle

The Edinboro wrestling team topped Cleveland State, 46-2, on Senior Night.
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Young. If you had to describe this Edinboro
wrestling team in one word, that would be it.
On a night when the seniors would be honored,
Edinboro’s youth continued to be overlooked
as the 23rd ranked team in division I. That
combination would help top Cleveland State by a
score of 46-2.
The Scots left nothing up to chance in
their 23rd straight EWL win, one week after
an unfortunate loss to Oklahoma State. Six

Voices

wrestlers rank nationally in the top 20; two
freshman, three sophomores, and junior Austin
Matthews, all of which came out victorious this
past weekend.
By weight class, sophomore Sean Russell sits
at ninth in the country and won 10-2 by fall
over Cleveland St.’s John Martin. Russell is the
highest ranked wrestler on the team. A fourtime state champion while at Collins Hill High

See Wrestling, B2

On Medium...
“The Future
Of Youth”
This week, The
Spectator weighs in on
Betsy DeVos, for better
or for worse, on
Page B4.

The List, available online at
medium.com/edinboronow.
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UCONN wins 100th straight
By Paul Doyle

The Hartford Courant

Photo: EU Sports Information

The Edinboro women’s track team recently competed at Grand Valley State University.

Four Scots qualify for PSACs while
competing at Grand Valley State Invitational
By Dan Graham

Sports Information
The Edinboro University women’s track
field team turned in a strong day Saturday at
the GVSU Big Meet, hosted by Grand Valley
State University. A total of seven Fighting
Scots competed at the event in the Kelly
Family Sports Center, with four earning
PSAC-qualifying marks.
Gabby Schultz posted a pair of PSACqualifiers, in the weight throw and shot put.
The sophomore placed 26th in the weight
throw with a season-best 14.63m (48-00.00),
which ranks ninth among PSAC throwers
this season, and finished ninth in the shot
put with a throw of 13.23m (43-05.00).
Abbey Peters recorded a personal best in

the one-mile run, posting a PSAC-qualifying
time of 5:11.95. That is over ten seconds
better than her previous best. Lisa Kossmann
finished second in the 200-meter dash with
a PSAC-qualifying time of 25.25, just .02 off
her career best. Eve Gardner earned a leaguequalifier and an indoor personal best in the
400-meter dash, placing 28th at 1:00.45.
Edinboro’s other performances on the
day included Abbey Lang placing 33rd in
the one-mile run at 5:28.76, MaryLouise
Lindner taking 41st in the 800-meter dash
with a personal-best 2:30, and Molly Regan
competing in the pole vault.
The Fighting Scots’ next outing is set
for Friday, February 17 when they host
the Edinboro Invitational at the Mike S.
Zafirovski Sports and Recreation Dome.

Wieters, Utley, Alvarez
headline remaining free agents
By Mike DiGiovanna
Los Angeles Times

LOS ANGELES — If you were a fan of the
Angels’ 2013 rotation, you could acquire a big
chunk of it for a fraction of what the team paid
four years ago.
Jered Weaver, C.J. Wilson, Joe Blanton and
Jerome Williams, who made 102 starts in
Anaheim while commanding $35.5 million in
salary in 2013, are still available as free agents
just days before pitchers and catchers report to
spring training.
You want big-name players with big-money
pedigrees?
Sluggers Ryan Howard and Justin Morneau,
along with pitchers Tim Lincecum, Jake Peavy
and Jonathan Papelbon, who have combined
for two most valuable player awards, three Cy
Young awards, 19 All-Star game selections and
$605 million in career earnings, are there for the
taking.
And if you’d like a veteran catcher in his
prime, a four-time All-Star and two-time Gold
Glove winner who has hit 20 homers or more in
three seasons, one of those is available too.
In one of the more surprising developments
of the offseason, catcher Matt Wieters, who
hit .256 with a .739 on-base-plus-slugging
percentage in eight years for the Baltimore
Orioles and rates high in just about every
defensive category except pitch-framing, is still
without a job.
Wieters, 30, is clearly the best remaining
player on the market, and since the Orioles
declined to extend a $17.2 million qualifying
offer last year, he is not tied to draft-pick
compensation, which makes him even more
attractive.
Several teams are reportedly interested
in Wieters, including the Angels, Orioles,
Washington Nationals, New York Mets,
Colorado Rockies and Tampa Bay Rays.
Agent Scott Boras is confident Wieters will
sign soon, but for now, the catcher has plenty of
company in the unemployment line. A pretty
good lineup could be made, supported by some
competitive pitchers, with the pool of unsigned
free agents. It would look something like this:
Catcher: Wieters
Wieters, limited to 101 games in 2014-2015,
hit .243 with a .711 OPS, 17 homers and 66 runs
batted in in 124 games in 2016. He has thrown
out 31 of 92 base-stealers (33.7 percent) the last
two seasons, allowed three passed balls in three
years and guided pitchers to a 3.98 earned-run
average in 980 1/3 innings last season, almost
a run better than the 4.72 ERA other Orioles
catchers had in 451 1/3 innings.
First base: Adam Lind
The left-handed-hitting Lind, 33, batted .239
with a .717 OPS, 20 homers and 58 RBIs in 126
games for Seattle last season but hit .291 with an
.842 OPS, 49 homers and 194 RBIs in 245 games
for Toronto and Milwaukee in 2014 and 2015.

Best suited for a platoon role, Lind can also play
left field.
Second base: Chase Utley
At 38, Utley is no longer considered an
everyday player, but the gritty 14-year veteran
was effective in a platoon role for the Dodgers
last season, batting .252 with a .715 OPS, 14
homers and 52 RBIs in 138 games. Teammates,
especially rookie shortstop Corey Seager, raved
about Utley’s leadership skills. The Cleveland
Indians have showed interest.
Third base: Pedro Alvarez
Although he’s primarily a first baseman, the
left-handed-hitting Alvarez, 30, can also play
third base and could be a designated hitter
for an American League club. The 6-foot-3,
250-pound Alvarez hit .249 with an .826 OPS,
22 homers, 20 doubles and 49 RBIs in 109 games
for Baltimore last season.
Shortstop: Alexei Ramirez
At 35, Ramirez is more suited for a utility
role, but he was a solid starter for the Chicago
White Sox for eight years, batting .273 with a
.709 OPS, 109 homers, 227 doubles, 542 RBIs
and 135 stolen bases from 2008-2015.
Left field: Michael Bourn
With above-average speed and defense,
Bourn, 34, has value as a fourth outfielder.
He hit .264 with 15 stolen bases and 48 runs
in 113 games last year but was particularly
effective after an Aug. 31 trade from Arizona
to Baltimore, hitting .283 with a .793 OPS in 24
games for the Orioles.
Center field: Angel Pagan
The 11-year veteran is agile enough to play
three outfield spots, and he’s a switch-hitter with
good plate discipline. Pagan, 35, was productive
in 129 games for San Francisco last season,
batting .277 with a .749 OPS, 12 homers, 55
RBIs, 24 doubles, 66 strikeouts and 42 walks.
Right field: Coco Crisp
The 37-year-old switch-hitter is reportedly
sound after being slowed by a neck injury last
season, and he showed after an Aug. 31 trade
from Oakland to Cleveland that he still has pop.
Crisp, who hit .231 with 13 homers and 55 RBIs
in 122 games, hit two homers and two doubles
in 26 playoff at-bats for the Indians.
Starting pitcher: Travis Wood
The 30-year-old left-hander is being marketed
as a pitcher who can start or relieve. Wood went
4-0 with a 2.95 earned-run average in 77 relief
appearances for the World Series-champion
Chicago Cubs last season, striking out 47 and
walking 24 in 61 innings, and he had a 4.19 ERA
in 133 starts for the Cincinnati Reds and Cubs
from 2010-2015.
Relief pitcher: Blanton
After his career as a starter fizzled in 2014,
Blanton reinvented himself as a reliever and
emerged as the primary setup man to Dodgers
closer Kenley Jansen last season, going 7-2 with a
2.48 ERA in 75 games, striking out 80, walking
26 and giving up only 55 hits in 80 innings.

The outcome of the 100th
consecutive win was like
many of the 99 before, a
comfortable margin of victory
for the best team in the
country.
But on Monday night, the
UConn women’s basketball
team overcame a formidable
visitor as it reached yet
another milestone. South
Carolina, ranked sixth in the
country, gave UConn all it
could handle throughout a
pressure-packed 40 minutes.
UConn, though, did what
it has done all season and for
the past two years. Leading
scorer Katie Lou Samuelson
may have struggled with her
shot, but Gabby Williams
stepped up and seized control
of the game.
Williams scored a careerhigh 26 points and had 14
rebounds, lifting UConn to
a 66-55 victory. The No. 1
ranked Huskies haven’t lost
since Nov. 17, 2014.
UConn entered this season
with a 75-game winning
streak that was supposed
to end early. The difficult
nonconference schedule
would seemingly end the
streak, as UConn was
reloading with a young roster.
Instead, the Huskies have
passed one test after another.
The win was the ninth against
a ranked opponent as UConn
(25-0) knocked off another
team with national title
aspirations.
Williams, the dynamic
forward/guard, was the
best player on the court.
But Napheesa Collier (18
points, nine rebounds) was
also a difference-maker, as
was freshman guard Crystal
Dangerfield (seven assists).
The Huskies had a six-point
lead at halftime, but South
Carolina scored the first four
points of the second half
as UConn missed its first
five shots. The Huskies’ first
basket of the second half was
the first basket of the game by
Samuelson, who hit a jumper
3:07 into the second half.
After a South Carolina
basket, Saniya Chong
converted a three-point play
to give UConn a 40-35 lead.
And after the Gamecocks cut
the lead to three on a basket
by Alaina Coates, UConn
reeled off six unanswered
points.
Williams scored off a pass
from Dangerfield and added
another basket on a layup
before finding Samuelson
under the hoop with a quick
pass that led to a basket.
Tyasha Harris scored on a
runner for South Carolina,
but Collier took over the final
minute of the third quarter.
Collier scored on a layup,
battled for a defensive
rebound off a miss by Kaela
Davis, gathering the ball and

Wrestling
From B1
School, in Georgia, Russell
wrestles for the 125 pound
division.
Korbin Myers is enjoying
his first year as an active
wrestler on the roster,
making the starting lineup
and already putting himself
in the national spotlight. A
victory over Andrew Coghill
puts him at 26-9 for the
year.
In a low scoring matchup, the next division would
go to Cleveland St. as Evan
Cheek pulled out a victory
with an escape.
Patricio Lugo and Chase

leading scorer, missed all
seven shots she attempted in
the first half. She was 0-for-3
on 3-pointers and appeared
out of sorts, throwing up air
balls and playing tentatively.
Samuelson missed two
practices last week as she
dealt with an illness, but she
played Saturday against SMU
and delivered 23 points in the
victory.
But with Samuelson
struggling, the Huskies found
other sources. Williams
proved to be a difficult
matchup for South Carolina
center Coates, who simply
could not keep up with the
athletic and quick UConn
junior.
Williams had 16 points and
nine rebounds in the half.
As UConn took a 19-16 lead
in the first quarter, Williams
had 10 points and made 4 of

pulling it from two defenders.
She started a break with an
outlet pass and wound up on
the receiving end of a pass
from Chong, converting a
layup and drawing a foul with
four seconds left. She hit the
free throw and UConn was
suddenly ahead 51-39 with 10
minutes left.
But South Carolina began
the fourth quarter with a
3-pointer by Harris, a signal
the Gamecocks were not
fading. UConn, though,
answered when Samuelson
grabbed a rebound off a
Williams miss and drew a
foul, converting a pair of foul
shots.
The Huskies continued to
extend the lead as Williams
stepped up. She scored six
consecutive points on a
basket and four free throws,
giving UConn a 61-49 lead
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UConn women’s basketball has won 100 in a row.
midway through the fourth
quarter.
With 4:22 left in the
game, Kia Nurse hit her first
basket of the game. It was a
three-pointer that extended
UConn’s lead to 16 points.
The crowd erupted.
Really, the crowd was loud
and lively from before the
tip, cheering as one ex-Husky
after another appeared on
the video board. Breanna
Stewart, Morgan Tuck, Sue
Bird, Maya Moore, Tina
Charles and others sat behind
the bench, adding to the
atmosphere.
Make no mistake: This was
a celebration of the program.
The anticipation of the 100th
victory turned the nationallytelevised game into a party.
But the crowd had
moments of anguish in the
first half, as South Carolina
went toe-to-toe with the
Huskies. With Samuelson
missing shots, the UConn
offense struggled to get on
track.
Samuelson, UConn’s

6 shots. UConn was 8 of 18
shooting in the quarter, but
the Huskies made 4 of their
last 6 attempts.
In the second quarter,
South Carolina took an early
24-22 lead. After a basket by
Williams, Davis hit a 3 to give
the Gamecocks a 27-24 lead.
But Williams scored off a
steal and Collier converted
a basket off a pass from
Dangerfield through traffic in
the paint.
South Carolina regained
the lead on a drive by Allisha
Gray and there was an
opportunity to extend it when
a Samuelson turnover led
to a break. But Chong took
charge, setting up a UConn
run.
Collier hit a 3-pointer,
Williams hit a jumper and
Collier scored off a steal as
the half ended. The crowd was
on its feet as the Huskies left
the court with a 35-29 lead,
despite a scoreless 20 minutes
from their leading scorer
and some inconsistent play
through the half.

Delande were next on the
card, drawing Cleveland
St. brothers Nick and Ryan
Montgomery. Ryan, the
younger of the two, would
face Delande in the 157
pound division, where he
would lose. Following the
match, the Vikings would
be deducted a team point for
unsportsmanlike conduct.
Lugo would pull out a
victory as well, winning by
technical fall.
Coming off a surreal
performance against
Oklahoma State, Austin
Matthews, sitting at 13th in
the country, took on John
Vaughn, continuing the
Scots’ dominance as he won

by major decision.
Victories continued to
pour in as every Scot in the
remaining divisions would
win by fall or shut out
their opponent, including
nationally ranked Billy
Miller and Dakota Greer.
No ranked opponents were
in the cards this week, but
there will be plenty to look
forward to in the upcoming
weeks as Edinboro takes on
West Virginia University
Friday, followed by a
matchup against the number
three ranked team in the
country, University of Iowa.
The matchup comes from
a draw as part of the NWCA
Dual Championship Series.

Correction:
Last week’s John’s Wildwood ad stated it was
for a Large one topping pizza instead of a
small pizza. The Spectator apologizes for any
inconveniences this may have caused.
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Kansas rallies late for 84-80
overtime victory over W.Va.
By Gary Bedore

The Kansas City Star

Coach K organizes his team during a game earlier this year.

Photo: Tribune News Service

Coach K impressed by ACC’s
balance throughout season
By Jessika Morgan

The News & Observer
Clemson had a narrow
window for its final shot in
a two-point loss to Duke on
Saturday.
And on Sunday, Virginia
fell to Virginia Tech by two in
double overtime.
Three of Virginia’s four
conference losses this season
have been by four points or
fewer, including the 80-78
decision against the Hokies on
Sunday.
Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski, whose No. 12 Blue
Devils (20-5, 8-4 ACC) play at
the No. 14 Cavaliers (18-6, 8-4)
on Wednesday, has taken note
of not only the ACC’s talent
this season but its balance.
“It’s absolutely incredible,”
Krzyzewski said Monday, his
70th birthday. “This is the most
balanced the league has ever
been from top to bottom. That
means everybody has a chance
to win every time they go out,
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Boeheim gets ejected for uproar after C.J. Fair charge.
whether home or away.”
ACC teams are 176-38 at
home this season, but just 4872 on the road. No. 10 North
Carolina (21-5, 9-3) and No.
17 Florida State (21-5, 9-4) are
the only teams in the league
that haven’t lost at home. The
Seminoles are 2-4 on the road.
UNC and Virginia are the
only two with road records
above .500; UVA is 6-4 on
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Tony Bennett runs his team from sideline.

the road, with losses at Pitt,
Villanova, Syracuse and
Virginia Tech. The Tar Heels
have lost four road games: at
Indiana, Georgia Tech, Miami
and Duke. Duke is 2-3 away
and its lone home loss this
season was to N.C. State on
Jan. 23.
“I’d still like to play all 18 of
our games at home, I’m sure
everybody would like that,”
Krzyzewski said.
He called his team’s 64-62
win over Clemson on Saturday
a heartbreaker for the Tigers.
Krzyzewski said of the six
Clemson games he’s watched,
they could have won four or
five.
On Sunday, a layup by
Virginia guard London
Perrantes ended with the ball
stuck on the back of the rim
with about 21 seconds left in
overtime and the score tied
at 68. The Hokies had the
possession arrow and went on
to win in double overtime.
“Who would have thought
that when Perrantes drove and
the ball just hung there on the
flange of the rim,” Krzyzewski
said. “I’ve never seen anything
like that happen. Really,
watching Virginia, there’s
nothing more that you could
see because you already think
of them as an outstanding
team. They’ve been in so many
tough games.
“That’s the league right
now.”

By Gary Bedore

The Kansas City Star

Adam Silver
brokers truce
between owner
Dolan and
Oakley

Charles Oakley may be back in Madison Square
Garden as a guest of Knicks owner James Dolan in
the near future.
The NBA intervened in the Oakley-Dolan
feud Monday, trying to put an end to what NBA
commissioner Adam Silver called a “disheartening”
situation.
Oakley was removed from his seat behind Dolan
during last Wednesday’s game and dragged out by
Garden security guards. Oakley was arrested and
banned from the Garden two days later by Dolan,
who said the beloved former Knick was being
verbally abusive.
But Silver met with Dolan and Oakley at the
league office in New York on Monday while
Charlotte Hornets owner Michael Jordan took part
on a conference call.
Silver said the two men were “apologetic” about
what happened and it sounds as if things were being
ironed out.
“Both Mr. Oakley and Mr. Dolan were apologetic
about the incident and subsequent comments, and
their negative impact on the Knicks organization
and the NBA,” Silver continued. “Mr. Dolan
expressed his hope that Mr. Oakley would return to
MSG as his guest in the near future.”

One loss at Allen Fieldhouse was enough
for Kansas’ No. 3-ranked basketball team,
which followed a Feb. 4 overtime defeat to
Iowa State with a one-for-the-ages 84-80
overtime victory over No. 9 West Virginia
on Monday night.
The Jayhawks (23-3, 11-2 Big 12), who
avoided becoming the first KU team in 28
years (since the 1988-89 season) to drop
two straight at home, opened a two-game
lead in the Big 12 race over Baylor (22-4,
9-4), which lost to Texas Tech, 84-78, on
Monday in Lubbock, Texas. West Virginia,
which led by as many as 11 points the first
half, 39-32 at halftime, and a whopping 14
points (64-50) with 2:52 left fell to 20-6, 8-5
and trails KU by three games with five to
play.
Frank Mason had 24 points, Devonte
Graham had 18, Lagerald Vick had 14 and
Josh Jackson had 14 as KU battled back
from a deficit deemed so big a spattering of
fans headed to the exits at 2:52.
It was 64-50 when KU made its remarkable comeback, tying the game at 71, on two
Mason free throws with 21.6 seconds left.
Graham had hit a huge 3-pointer at 33
seconds that cut a five-point deficit to two
(71-69). Earlier, Landen Lucas had a dunk
following two Graham free throws and a
steal in a four-point f lurry that had cut the
gap to 69-66 at 51 seconds.
West Virginia’s Tariq Phillip missed a
three at the buzzer that sent the game into
OT, the game tied at 71.
Graham hit a 3 to open the overtime
and give KU a 74-71 lead at 4:10. Jackson
followed with a layup to give KU a 76-71
lead at 2:55. Graham hit a 3 to make it
79-71 at 2:13, West Virginia suffering three
turnovers.
The Mountaineers cut the gap to 79-75
at 37.8 seconds on a bucket by Esa Ahmad
and two free throws by Adrian. Lucas made
one of two free throws to make it 80-75 at
36 seconds. Mason hit two free throws at 22
seconds to give KU a seven-point lead. West
Virginia cut it to four and Lucas missed

two free throws at 15.1 seconds, but West
Virginia’s Adrian kicked a rebound out of
bounds giving KU the ball back with 13.8
seconds left in overtime.
KU suffered a turnover and Adrian
scored on the other end to make it 82-80
KU with 10 seconds left.
Mason was fouled on the inbounds and
stepped to the line with 7.5 seconds left and
hit two free throws to make it 84-80.
Time ran out and the Jayhawks had
actually pulled off the amazing comeback,
winning a game in which they trailed by 14
with less than three minutes to play.
West Virginia was led Ahmad, who had
20 points and Phillip 18.
KU hit 34.4 percent of its shots to West
Virginia’s 41.3 percent.
West Virginia, which was trying to
become the first team to sweep the regular-season series against KU in the Bill Self
era, used an 8-0 run in the final 1:26 of the
first half to erase a 32-31 deficit and grab a
39-32 halftime lead.
Jevon Carter, who hit a 3 to beat the halftime buzzer, had 11 points, Ahmad had 10
and Phillip had seven in the first half. KU,
which trailed by 11 points very early (18-7)
only to build a 26-21 lead following a 19-3
surge, was led by Vick’s 10 first-half points.
Josh Jackson scored six points with seven
rebounds, while Mason, who had 12 points
in Saturday’s win at Texas Tech, had five
points the first half.
Phillip hit a 3 and scored off a steal as the
Mountaineers opened the game on a 10-0
run, forcing Self to call a time out at 17:04.
KU’s first points came on two Svi Mykhailiuk free throws at 16:37, making the score
10-2.
KU went to work when the deficit hit 11
at 18-7. Vick hit a pair of 3s and later scored
another bucket in KU’s 19-3 run. Mason
had five points. Mykhailiuk concluded the
run by accepting a deep baseball pass from
Jackson and converting to make it 26-21
KU at 5:52.
The Mountaineers immediately embarked on a 7-0 run to grab a 28-26 lead. It
was 32-31 KU when West Virginia rolled,
8-0, the final 1:26.
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Our Viewpoint

The Future of Youth in the
Hands of the Unprepared
Our viewpoint is a topic voted on by The
Spectator’s editorial staff. It is written by the Voices
editor.
Elisabeth DeVos, President Donald Trump’s
nomination for education secretary, was
confirmed on Feb. 7 after a heated debate over
her qualifications. After weeks of arguing, the
controversial figure was voted in by the U.S.
Senate. The vote was tied so vice president Mike
Pence, as the leader of the senate, was called in
to break it. Now confirmed, DeVos will be the
primary advisor to Trump on federal policies and
programs related to higher education and K-12
education in the U.S.
Elisabeth — better known as “Betsy” —
has lit a fire across party lines on the topic of
education. DeVos, 59, was born and raised
in Holland, Michigan, and has been an active
member of the Republican party since her 20s.
Despite her commitment to the party, until this
point, DeVos had never held an elected office.
Alongside this lack of experience, DeVos has
never held a professional position in education,
period. She has primarily held political activist
and philanthropist positions in the realm of
education.
Democrats had been using this in their
argument against the president’s pick. Senator
Elizabeth Warren, of Massachusetts, wrote in a
16-page letter which criticized DeVos, “There
is no precedent for an education department
secretary with your lack of experience in public
education.”
Each side has a lot to say about DeVos, but this
argument should be the one that’s center stage.
Taking the majority of federal politics out of the
picture, let’s look at where DeVos is coming from.
To become an educator in this country,

an individual must put in many years of
commitment to the field. First, the teacher-tobe must do what all Americans who wish to
become white collar workers do and graduate
high school.
After that is completed — usually in good
standing — the individual must apply to, be
accepted by, and decide to attend an institution
of higher education. Usually upon graduating
from undergrad, the individuals are hired by a
school where they can teach while pursuing their
master’s degree.
All of this — high school, college and graduate
school — takes about 18 years.
So why is DeVos the one in charge of these
distinguished educators? She has never been
in the field to experience what it’s like to be a
teacher, first hand.
DeVos has never attended a public school,
either. Through grade 12, she attended Holland
Christian Schools in her home state of Michigan.
Following that, she studied at Calvin College,
another Christian university located in Grand
Rapids.
Private schools, especially colleges, are
primarily funded by affluent alumni who choose
to give back to their alma mater.
DeVos comes from a wealthy family — her
father is a billionaire — so paying the $33,000
annually in tuition for Calvin College is not
breaking the bank. Keep in mind that this price
tag does not include room, board, supplies or
transportation. Tuition alone at Calvin, for an
average four years spent on one’s undergraduate
degree, is $132,000.
Let’s take a step back and look at what we
have. DeVos has been a political activist for over
30 years and education has been her primary
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cause. Now she’s the United States Secretary of
Education and is in charge of crucial choices and
changes related to the primary and secondary
education system in the U.S.
It is now under DeVos’s supervision that new
programs such as Common Core’s upcoming
replacement will be rolled out and implemented.
She will also make decisions affecting the
funding of schools and the salary of educators.
These choices will not affect private schools.
DeVos has never been taught under a federally
mandated curriculum. She has never been in a
school where teachers are forced to put creativity
aside so government-designed programs can
take center stage.
She has never attended a public school where
teachers have to work more than one job in order
to financially support their family because of
budget cuts. DeVos has never been educated or
certified as one of these teachers either, so she
does not understand all of the work that goes
into, possibly, the most important job in the
world. She does not know what it is to give your
life to the education of the next generation and
still not be able to stay afloat under debt.
Situations such as this create many problems
in public schools. Teachers are required to stay
on track with the curriculum, which can cause
children to fall behind. Often, it is impossible

to halt the progress of these over-crowded
classrooms to help an individual. On top of this,
many, many families in the public school system
cannot afford to send their children to a private
school or even a tutor to help them succeed in
the system, that at times, seems to be leaving
them behind.
DeVos has never had to experience what it is
like to not be able to afford a private education,
nor has she ever experienced the reality of a
public one.
In this country, where the majority of families
cannot afford the education DeVos was able to
have, out of pocket, we do not need someone
who has such disconnect to the public school
system. We need someone who will work for the
majority of us.
The secretary of education should be someone
who has experience in education and in the
system. They should know first-hand what it is
like to learn from and work for the system they
are in control of. Today, the job market is all
based on experience, so why is it that a woman
with none of the necessary experience is now in
charge of the most important profession in our
country?
Hannah McDonald can be reached at Voices.
spectator@gmail.com.

Wet Socks and a Dry Campus
By Rick Chernicky
Staff Writer

With winter on the prowl for what
seems like the majority of the year,
students are confined to the great
indoors. For those who don’t own a
vehicle, walking becomes a sport, as
getting to class without wet feet becomes
a daily goal. Thus, the morale on campus
steadily dwindles as the air grows bitter
and the nights grow long. However,
Jack Frost isn’t the only factor bringing
everyone down.
The dry campus policy is sure to
eradicate any leftover happiness. When
students leave town to visit a wet campus,
it’s due to the fear of getting an underage
in sweet ole’ Edinboro. Going to college
just to leave for the weekend and socialize
at a different college is like ordering a five
course meal at a restaurant, then ditching
your meal for appetizers at a different
eatery, then coming back to finish your
main course at the first restaurant.
By the time you get back to the original
restaurant, your food will have gone stale.
But if the first restaurant would have
served appetizers, then there would have
been no need to leave and get appetizers
elsewhere. Of course it’s absurd to dine at
two places at once, especially if you live
by the first restaurant, but humans have
simple desires, which is why juggling
between two schools can be rationalized
so easily.
People simply love to drink. They
always have and they always will.
Like the five course meal, the nightlife
grows stale when no one stays behind
to keep Edinboro warm and lively. Plus,
there is a loss of comradery when people
scatter for the weekends. It becomes
hard to reach out to other demographics,
clubs, cultures and teams when everyone
has their own version of freelance fun.
There are plenty of ways to have fun
without intoxicating substances, but
banning the right for students to decide
for themselves only makes the idea more
intoxicating.
There’s also the factor of safety. When
people leave town on a cold snowy night,
they’re forced to face the harsh reality
of drunk driving. Perhaps it’s a radical

idea, but wouldn’t it make more sense for
everyone to be intoxicated in a controlled
environment rather than wandering the
world to find a reputable party?
For the students who desire safety with
a mix of excitement, drinking in a dorm
is the best alternative some folks have
to choose from. But the zero tolerance
policy at Edinboro makes that difficult,
because if you get caught, you’ll be
reprimanded.
Surely there is much more to life than
sitting in a dorm and just studying.
There comes a time when people want
to let loose. This is the time when the
hair comes down and you wear the
scandalous clothing that grandma doesn’t
like. There simply comes a point when it’s
time to mingle.
It’s part of human nature to engage
with others. Beer is not a necessity, but
it definitely acts as a social lubricant. If
that were not the case, then it wouldn’t
have been brewed by some of the holiest
people on earth. The monks.
It wasn’t uncommon for monasteries
to house breweries. In fact, much of the
profit that was a result of selling beer was
used to build the Benedictine empire,
which is why supply and demand is
something else to consider.
Perhaps the town of Edinboro would
bring in more revenue if there were more
students to stick around for a cold brew.
This town has a lot of potential, but
having a dry campus affects everyone
in some way, shape, or form. Perhaps
escapism is to blame for the low
enrollment rate at Edinboro.
Social stimulation goes a long way
in terms of satisfaction, but escaping
Edinboro doesn’t have to become the
norm. Being able to enjoy your college
experience at one college is what makes
the experience. Easy luxuries, like not
having to live with paranoia while
opening a beer might also add to this
experience.
There are many simple joys to life.
Having wet socks in the winter is not one
of them, so why can’t students indulge
in what might help them forget the
harshness of Jack Frost? Is it really such
a sin?

Our exceptional moment in history:
A message to the Edinboro students
By Dr. H. Fred Walker
EU President

We have much to be proud
of as members of the Edinboro
University community. Our
university has many strengths on
which to build a bright future.
It is important that we never
lose sight of those strengths as
we talk openly about the need to
improve. Our mission in moving
forward responsibly together is
to build on the good and make it
enduringly exceptional.
As I told students in our recent
meetings and continually tell
state legislators, local business
leaders and many others, we have
very good programs and very
good faculty. Visitors regularly
remark that our campus is one
of the most beautiful in the state
system, and we know that its
beauty is more than skin-deep.
Our facilities are first-class.
You, our students, are
at the center of this and so
much more that is good about
Edinboro University. It is for
your successful future and
the future of communities
throughout Pennsylvania where
EU alumni live and work, that
Edinboro University exists and
must continue to flourish as a
public, regional, comprehensive
university.
That is our imperative and my
commitment.
Since I arrived last July, we
have been working to address
circumstances that challenge
universities in Pennsylvania’s
State System of Higher Education
and higher education nationally.
Before Chancellor Frank Brogan
announced a review of the state
system recently to respond to

declining enrollment, rising
costs, flat or declining state
funding, and the changing
program needs of students
and Pennsylvania employers,
we already were focused on
Edinboro solutions to those very
challenges.
While news coverage of the
chancellor’s remarks referenced
possible mergers and closures,
allow me to make clear: The
work EU has been engaged in for
the past 7 months and the work
that will continue in the coming
3-4 months is being done to
make EU an everlasting provider
of affordable, high-quality higher
learning and opportunity.
Our process is open
and inclusive. It involves
undergraduate and graduate
students, in equal proportion
to all other groups within
the university and the wider
community who have a stake in
EU’s impact on students and the
economy.
There are no preconceived
outcomes or courses of action,
except that we know this work
must be done now, and it must
be transformational in order
to confront the scale of the
challenges we face. I describe
it as rewriting the DNA of the
university.
We will rewrite the DNA
together and with a commitment
that there will be no disruption
to our current students. If it is
determined that some academic
programs should be eliminated,
you will be able to complete the
program you began at EU and
complete it on time. We will do
everything within our power
to ensure that EU remains your

most affordable source of highquality higher education.
As we move forward, there
will be a variety of opinions
about how to achieve a stronger
EU, and that is good. Working
collaboratively and sharing our
ideas in a focused, civil and
organized way is how we can
achieve the best results.
I encourage you to be an
informed participant in this
process:
• Attend meetings. Data from
our working groups’ first phase
of analysis will be shared at a
town hall meeting on Feb. 16
at 10 a.m. in the Pogue Student
Center MPR. All are welcome
and encouraged to attend.
• Watch video of my Jan. 27
informational meeting with
students on the university
Facebook page, facebook.com/
edinboro.
• View the data yourself.
A link to the data repository
and other information about
our working groups process
is available on the University
Initiatives page of the EU
website, http://www.edinboro.
edu/about/leadership/president/
university-initiatives.html.
• Contact me about
your questions or to
share your thoughts at
OfficeofthePresident@edinboro.
edu.
This is our moment in history
and a positive opportunity to
make a mark on the university
we love.
Our success will build on the
good and make it exceptional.
Dr. H. Fred Walker is the
18th President of Edinboro
University.

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name
and phone number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before
publication. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that may contain false
or libelous statements.
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Getting Rich With Groceries:
A How-To Guide
By Fru-fru
Contributing Writer

On our path to become wealthier,
healthier and happier, Fru-fru will give you
unconventional personal finance advice,
including today’s topic of food consumption.
What if Fru-fru told you that you could eat
like a king for an entire day, at the cost of one
average drive-thru “McMeal,” all through the
power of rational food choices?
This cheap, yet healthy eating is all
possible because of the Industrialized Food
Industry.
Perks of the food industry: Bulk food costs
are low.
Cons: Marketing dollars are being spent
to convince you that the convenience of fast,
prepackaged food and service of restaurant
meals is worth the markup.
How to leverage this system: Cook your
own meals!
Fru-fru doesn’t have space in her article
to list all of her frugal grandma recipes,
but the takeaway is Fru-fru’s method for
constructing meals.
Daily (healthy) average calorie
consumption: 2,000 calories, 2,000 calories/
3 meals = 667 calories.
Now let’s put some food in terms of cost
per 667 calories.
Basmati rice: 25 cents
Black beans (uncooked): 49 cents
Natural (peanuts only) peanut butter: 53
cents.
Potatoes: 57 cents.
Canola oil: 14 cents.
Organic extra virgin olive oil: 57 cents.
Cheddar cheese: $1.09.
Organic cage-free eggs: $2.
Boneless skinless chicken breast: $4.
Let’s make a 667 calorie meal of a 1/3 each
of rice, beans and chicken. Since the items
are in equal proportion, add their costs up
and divide by three. Total meal cost = $1.58.
And chicken was the most expensive item on
the list.
Compare this to an unhealthy 667 calorie
“McMeal” at $7, and you’ll begin to question

10. “Roundtables by MPR
B, Pogue Student Center”

if convenience is worth an extra $5.40.
If you’re currently living the eat-outalways lifestyle, how can you make the
switch?
n Buy in Bulk
Although bigger bags of rice may seem to
be more expensive, the rule of thumb with
bulk foods is the bigger, the cheaper. Don’t
pay attention to the sticker price, but instead
look for the unit price. If there is no unit
price, total the amount of calories in the bag
and divide it by the sticker price.
n Prepare your own food
When you eat out, the majority of the bill
is not towards the price of the food itself, but
to employ a small army of restaurant serfs
to prepare it for you. Be your own chef, take
back your money and enjoy learning the skill
of cooking.
n Choose to go meatless occasionally
Everybody loves meat (excluding vegans,
vegetarians, etc.), but as you can see from
the list above, meat is the highest priced item
from our shopping list. News flash: you don’t
need to eat meat at every meal. Get complete
vegetative protein from a mixture of rice,
beans and corn to save, while reducing your
carbon footprint.
If you can calculate your groceries in
terms of cost per calorie and have the
gumption to produce delicious meals in
house, don’t be surprised if you notice
stashes of cash developing every time you
leave the supermarket tarmac.
Sure, this method takes more mental
effort than waiting in a single file car line to
get your daily dose of processed food, but if
you employ it you will be wealthier for your
reduced food costs, healthier for controlling
your calorie counts and knowing what’s
in your food, and happier from the self
gratification of becoming an amazing and
creative, frugal chef.
Think it can’t be done? Want to know
more? Email frufrufrugal@gmail.com,
whatever your viewpoint.
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#Boycott the millennial boycotting fad
By Shayma Musa
Staff Writer

Uber is as quintessentially
millennial as “Netflix and
Chill,” the constantly revolving
door of internet slang, and
an obsession with Youtube
stars. Since its founding, the
service company has become
such an ingrained element
of mainstream culture that
many can’t imagine the world
without the convenience of
a taxi service a finger swipe
away.
And in the age of Twitter
hashtags and boycotts over the
smallest, often unintentionalslights, Uber understands that
it caters to a fickle consumer
base (according to a global
web index study, 40 percent
of Uber customers are
between the ages of 20-34).
It’s a consumer base that will
sing its praises one minute
and want nothing to do with
it the next. Uber has walked
the line between operating a
business and connecting with
its customers artfully since its
founding in 2011. Until now.
If you’ve kept an eye on
popular hashtags this past
couple of weeks, you’ve
probably noticed that social
media is buzzing with people
posting screenshots of them
deleting Uber. The uproar
came after Uber drivers didn’t
join in on the New York City
cab drivers strike against
Trump’s ban on Muslims
entering the country.

The flames of discontent
with Uber were further fueled
when the company tweeted
out that they would be
lowering their “surge rate” to
accommodate people looking
for transportation to and from
JFK. Many saw the move as
Uber taking advantage of
the strike in order to make a
profit.
However, the actions Uber
chose to take during the cab
drivers strike is only a small
part of the reason why Uber
has been under fire. Customer
discontent is being drawn
from the fact that Uber CEO
Travis Kalanick has joined
President Donald Trump’s
economic council. As of the
writing of this article, Kalanick
has retracted his decision to sit
on Trump’s board, stating that,
“immigration and openness to
refugees is an important part
of our country’s success and
quite honestly to Uber’s.”
What’s ironic is that the
company previously came
under fire for enacting “surge
rates” during emergencies and
thus agreed to not charge the
surge rate in the case of an
emergency. This was a promise
that the company held true to
this past week when Trump’s
travel ban was in effect.
I find myself questioning
the effectiveness of the
constant boycotts of major
corporations — from liberals
and conservatives — over
issues that we as millennials
and consumers are constantly

flip-flopping on. Don’t get
me wrong, I completely
understand the controversy
about Kalanick joining
Trump’s advisory board, but
a majority of the outrage
towards Uber seems to be
directed towards the decreased
surge rate and a poorly timed
tweet.
However, I fail to see how
deleting Uber and instead
buying into another service’s
(Lyft came forward with a
claim that they would donate
$1 million to the American
Civil Liberties Union which
is helping those affected by
the ban get into the U.S.)
well-timed marketing ploy is
going to do anything to hinder
Trump’s plans for a ban to be
enacted again.
The fact of the matter is that
unorganized mass protests
only make the nightly news;
remember when people were
boycotting Starbucks because
they no longer printed “Merry
Christmas” on their cups? No?
Me neither, I looked that up.
Making sure that Trump
understands that we’re in
serious opposition to his plans
for exclusion and division
requires a clearly stated
agenda, list of demands and
organized protest. Sadly, the
constant cycle of #boycott,
where we insert a company,
and subsequent bandwagon
circulation of whatever is
trendy to boycott this week
won’t do anything for the
cause.

The Online Persona
By JoAllie Paluchak
Staff Writer
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The Valentine’s Day Pep Talk
It’s that time of year again. The time when pizza parlors
have to figure out a way to make heart-shaped pies, WalMart sees a spike in flower sales, and the single population
sees just another snow-filled Tuesday. It’s Valentine’s Day,
and if you’re reading a newspaper right now, you’re probably
not on a date.
So the question you might be asking yourself right now is,
“Why am I reading an advice column about Valentine’s Day
two days after it happened?” But what better way to get over
the societally fueled loneliness than to read some fun facts
that show how you’re not missing out on much?
For those who care to know, approximately 58 million
pounds of chocolate will be sold during Valentine’s Day
week, mostly on the day before and after the holiday. The
day after of course, you will likely be spending a mere
fraction of the price and therefore you are the winner at the
end of the day.
For those who shop before Feb. 14 this year, depending on
your gender, you will likely be paying far more than a few
bucks on some clearance chocolate and sparkling wine. Men
spend approximately $150, while their female counterparts
spend around $74 in preparation for the holiday, making it
one of the most profitable nights for businesses around the
states (a nearly $448 million haul to be more precise, and
that’s only on candy sales).
In case you were wondering, that’s enough to buy yourself
a large pizza at John’s, some discount sparkling wine (or
juice), and a copy of “10 Things I Hate About You” from the
bargain bin, all while keeping the majority of your hardearned cash intact.

By Roman Sabella
Staff Writer

Now don’t get me wrong here, I love dating and the
holiday spirit just as much as the next guy. But something
just seems a bit off about a day where you are basically
forced to spend copious amounts of money, not because you
care about the person (although you should), but because
everyone says you’re the bad guy if you don’t.
If you really want to impress your partner, or possibly a
first date, there are far cheaper ways to do it, such as, and
this may be farfetched and a bit out there for some, merely
listening to them. One of the biggest problems couples have
is poor communication, which often leads to break-ups or at
the least a weaker relationship.
Another tip, largely from personal experience, is to
never stop trying and don’t lose the romance. When things
become routine, people lose interest and the relationship
may soon fizzle as the slight annoyances of before soon
come further into the light and become far bigger problems
than they were before.
Some of you single folk may question, how do I get the
romance in the first place? Well, that’s a far more complex
question and one I can’t quite answer. My best advice
would be to act the same way you would with your possible
significant other that you would if you were with your best
friend. If they don’t like you being yourself, they won’t like it
if you’re dating.
So during this holiday season make it a goal to be a better
you, be a better boyfriend, be a better girlfriend and be
better in everything you can. Treat every day like Valentine’s
Day and be the best person you can be, always.

As individuals we occupy varying roles depending on our
surroundings. Every role has certain regulations attached to
it; if you are playing the student role, you would not sit in the
teacher’s chair in the classroom. We adhere to these guidelines
because roles are an intricate part of societal standings and
statuses. The downfall occurs when we experience role
conflict, where multiple roles are at odds with one another,
causing strife in the completion of tasks and making our
identity unclear. A possible resolution: the wide world web,
which encompasses social media.
A social media account, such as Facebook or Instagram,
gives you the freedom to choose how you present yourself
to others. You have the potential to distinctly create and
blend your various roles into an idealistic version of yourself.
Approximately 78 percent of Americans use a social media
account, however, I remain in that 22 percent of those who are
not represented online.
Having an online image has many benefits and gives people
the ability to express their diverse self in a new-age way.
An online platform allows others from around the world to
communicate with one another and create relationships that
would not be possible without such accounts. In conjunction,
potential employers can view your profile to see how you
openly present yourself to the public and they can interpret
that information how they wish.
Nevertheless, the social media world is not pristine; it
does have its drawbacks. The realm can be described as an
addiction because many struggle with spending too much
time online, thus blurring the lines between the organic,
non-electronic self and the fictional online persona that was
created. Some even experience lack of communication with
others in real life. And again, potential employers have the
capability to see all you post online and make judgments
before even meeting you in person.
I assert that the positive and negative aspects of the social
media accounts are subjective to experience; they can be
interchangeable based upon point of view and as the modern
culture and norms revolutionize. No matter the pros and cons,
I strongly oppose creating a social media account for myself.
As a labeled millennial, who has engaged in this nonnormative behavior for close to a decade, I can’t recall the
amount of times I was questioned and ridiculed for not being
online. My reason is quite simple: I like remaining anonymous
to others. I value my privacy, face-to-face communication, and
a clean slate with future employers.
But this belief system comes with a price in our modern
day and age; I have been given the role of the outsider. I am
constantly told I am not in the know of the online world of my
peers, however, regardless of how hard people try to persist or
change my mind, I remain unmoved in my decision.
It is important to remember that whomever you choose to
be online or in the real world, that persona displayed to others
is ultimately your choice.

World News
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Trump knew of Flynn contact for three weeks
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Michael Flynn resigned from the Trump administration on Monday night, stemming from discussions with Russia’s ambassador over
sanctions. These sanctions were put in place by then president Barack Obama. This discussion was held in the transition period.

By Jonathan Kaiman
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump
knew for three weeks that former national
security adviser Michael Flynn misrepresented
his contacts with a Russian diplomat before
firing him under pressure, the White House
acknowledged Tuesday in offering an account
of Flynn’s downfall that differed strikingly from
what it said a day earlier.
After days of questions about whether
Flynn had spoken with Russia’s ambassador
to the U.S. in December about new sanctions
implemented by the Obama administration,
White House officials said Monday that Trump
was “evaluating” the situation. Trump’s review
appeared to come to a swift conclusion with the
announcement that he had accepted Flynn’s
resignation Monday night.
But on Tuesday, the White House said
Flynn’s actions had been under internal review
for three weeks. And while the White House
concluded that Flynn hadn’t acted illegally in
phone calls and text messages with Russian
Ambassador Sergey Kislyak, a “trust issue” arose
that ultimately led the president to conclude that
“he had to make a change,” White House press
secretary Sean Spicer said.
“The evolving and eroding level of trust as
a result of this situation and a series of other
questionable instances is what led the president
to ask for a Gen. Flynn’s resignation,” Spicer said
in his daily media briefing. He didn’t elaborate
on the other issues.
The contrasting accounts underscored that

Trump’s concern over Flynn appeared to deepen
only once his falsehoods became public, and
it served to ramp up questions about Russia’s
influence on Trump and his administration.
Republican senators called for a full and open
investigation into Flynn’s contacts with Kislyak.
“We should look into it exhaustively so that
at the end of this process nobody wonders
whether there was a stone left unturned, and
shouldn’t reach conclusions before you have the
information that you need to have to make those
conclusions,” Sen. Roy Blunt, R-Mo., a member
of the Senate intelligence committee and vice
chairman of the Senate Republican conference,
told a St. Louis radio station.
Sens. John McCain of Arizona and Lindsey
Graham of South Carolina, both longtime
skeptics of Trump, joined Blunt in asking that
Flynn account for what happened.
“What I’d like to know is, did Gen. Flynn
make this phone call by himself, if he was
directed, by who?” Graham said.
Graham did not name Trump, and the White
House insisted that if Flynn had acted out of line,
it was not at Trump’s behest.
Sen. Jim Risch, R-Idaho, a member of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, insisted there
would be a full investigation. “Obviously there’s a
lot of concerns,” he said after senators convened
on the floor for morning votes. “What form that
takes, what committee, what individuals are
involved, that remains to be seen.”
Democratic lawmakers called for Flynn to
testify on the matter; House Minority Leader
Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., has pushed for a
9/11-style panel to investigate Russia’s role in the

U.S.-led airstrikes leave nearly 18
dead, mostly women and children

election.
Flynn’s trouble began last month with reports
that he had discussed impending U.S. sanctions
with Kislyak before Trump took office, a breach
of protocol that also raised questions about
whether he violated laws banning U.S. citizens
from engaging in foreign policy.
Vice President Mike Pence and other
Trump officials had backed Flynn, but Flynn’s
statement that he and Kislyak did not discuss
sanctions was undermined last week by reports
that evidence of their talks existed, including
transcripts from routine U.S. monitoring of
foreign officials’ communications.
The White House moved Tuesday to distance
itself from Flynn.
“Misleading the vice president really was
the key,” Kellyanne Conway, counselor to the
president, said on NBC’s “Today” show. “That
made the situation unsustainable.”
She tried to portray Trump as divided
between his loyalties and the distraction Flynn
had become.
“The president’s very loyal. He’s a very loyal
person,” Conway said. “(Flynn) knew he had
become a lightning rod and he made that
decision.”
Trump ignored shouted questions about
Flynn at a meeting Tuesday at the White House.
His only public response was a tweet questioning
why “so many illegal leaks” were made to the
news media.
As Trump met with Pence and then Flynn
on Monday night before the resignation was
announced, The Washington Post first revealed
another layer to the saga: Law enforcement and

Passport shortage leaves thousands
of Venezuelans unable to travel abroad
By Antonio Maria Delgado
El Nuevo Herald
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U.S. airstrikes in Sangin, Helmand reportedly caused the deaths of nearly 18 Afghan
citizens. The airstrikes occurred on Feb. 9 and 10.

By Sultan Faizy and
Shashank Bengali
Los Angeles Times

KABUL, Afghanistan — U.S.-led
international forces in Afghanistan are
investigating reports that at least 18 civilians
were killed in American airstrikes last week,
officials said Monday.
The airstrikes occurred Feb. 9 and 10 in
Sangin, a heavily contested district in Helmand
province where U.S. forces have been offering
increased support to Afghan soldiers seeking to
dislodge Taliban militants.
The United Nations mission in Afghanistan
said over the weekend that "initial inquiries
suggest that the airstrikes killed at least 18
civilians, nearly all women and children."
Brig. Gen. Charles Cleveland, deputy chief of
staff for the U.S.-led coalition, confirmed that the
U.S. conducted airstrikes in Sangin last week and
said investigators were looking into the reports.
"The investigation is continuing and has not
yet reached any conclusions," Cleveland said.
The U.S. airstrikes come amid a widening
battle in Helmand, the poppy-growing province
and Taliban haven that saw the most casualties
among Afghan civilians in 2016 and the most
U.S. military fatalities since the 2001 Americanled invasion.
In recent months, hundreds of U.S. troops,
operating mainly in an advisory role, have

been deployed to the province to assist Afghan
soldiers in battling Taliban fighters who have
claimed control of most of the districts.
A spokesman for the Afghan defense ministry,
Dawlat Waziri, denied the reports of civilian
casualties but said the ministry had sent a
delegation to Sangin to investigate the incident.
Abdul Ghafar Akhund, a 54-year-old
supervisor of polio vaccination programs and
prayer leader at a mosque in Sangin, said his
wife, two daughters, a son and a daughter-in-law
were killed when an airstrike hit his house. A
9-year-old boy was injured, he said.
Akhund, who was away from home, returned
to find his house destroyed. He denied that there
were Taliban members in the area, saying U.S.
troops had visited his neighborhood days before
the incident.
"The Americans have been taking revenge
on us," he said. "They don't differentiate
between civilians and noncivilians, women and
children. They must coordinate with the Afghan
government."
U.S. airstrikes have been increasing in
Afghanistan since former President Barack
Obama expanded the military's authority to
conduct operations against the Taliban and
Islamic State. The U.N. reported last week that
airstrikes caused 250 deaths and 340 injuries in
Afghanistan in 2016, twice the number recorded
the year before.

intelligence officials had told the White House
weeks ago about evidence contradicting Flynn’s
accounts of his calls with Kislyak and that they
were concerned he would be susceptible to
blackmail by Russia.
The Obama administration had imposed
sanctions Dec. 29 to punish Russia for meddling
in the U.S. election, but Russia declined to
retaliate, sounding alarms for Sally Yates,
then the deputy attorney general, and others,
according to a former and a current U.S. official.
Yates briefly served as acting attorney general
under Trump before being fired for refusing to
defend in court his temporary bans on entry
into the U.S. by refugees and people from seven
predominantly Muslim countries.
Intelligence officials began searching
databases and found logs of calls between
Kislyak and Flynn. They obtained transcripts of
the secretly recorded phone calls and realized
that Flynn and the ambassador had discussed
the sanctions, the officials said. The officials
declined to provide details about the discussions.
Flynn’s conversations with the Russian
ambassador emerged in news reports in midJanuary, before Trump’s inauguration. His
transition team denied that sanctions were
discussed in the calls, and Pence told CBS
News that the timing of Flynn’s call with the
ambassador, as sanctions were announced, was
“entirely coincidental.”
Yates and Obama administration intelligence
officials grew anxious because Pence’s statement
introduced the possibility that Flynn had lied to
him. If so, Flynn might vulnerable to blackmail
by the Russians who could threaten to expose
him, said the former official.
Yates and other Obama administration
officials discussed whether to alert Trump but
decided against it to preserve the FBI’s broader
investigation of potential ties between the
Trump campaign and the Russian government.
The officials declined to discuss the nature of
that investigation.
Then, on Jan. 23, Spicer again claimed
sanctions were not discussed, again astonishing
Yates.
After discussing the matter with U.S. law
enforcement officials, Yates felt she had to alert
the White House because the risks of blackmail
were too great and Flynn was in potential
violation of the Logan Act, a never-used law
from 1799 that bars citizens from negotiating
with other governments.
Yates approached White House counsel
Donald McGahn and alerted him to the
transcripts and discussion of sanctions. It is not
clear what McGahn did with the information.
Flynn’s resignation “raises further questions
about the Trump administration’s intentions”
toward Russia, McCain, chairman of the Armed
Services Committee, said Tuesday, calling it “a
troubling indication of the dysfunction of the
current national security apparatus.”

After months of merciless shortages of
food and medicine, Venezuelans now face
a new problem as a result of the economy's
collapse: They can't even get the passports
they need to leave the country.
Venezuela's bankrupt government does
not have the money to import the materials
and spare parts needed for machines to
make the passports, leaving thousands of
citizens without the possibility of traveling
abroad.
"Out of the 11 machines for making
passports that were bought, only two
are working. They cannibalized the
others because there's no money for
maintenance," said Anthony Daquin, a
former security adviser to the government
who helped modernize the system for
issuing passports.
The government also has not fulfilled
its contract with the providers of the
polycarbonate sheets used by the system,
Daquin said.
Officials in the agency that manages
the passport system, the Administrative
Service for Identification, Immigration
and Foreigners, do have a limited number
of the polycarbonate sheets. But many
of those passports are sold on the black
market.
"They are asking for up to 500 U.S.
dollars," Daquin said the equivalent of
45 times the official minimum monthly
salary.
That money, paid by people who are
either very rich or very desperate to
unscrupulous government officials, has
started to worry Juan Carlos Dugarte, the
passport agency's director general.
"Send in the full names. Send your
complaint, and we will process," Dugarte

said this past week before announcing that
120 government officials and 24 others had
been charged by prosecutors.
The agency's offices in Caracas have
been f looded each day with thousands of
Venezuelans who travel from their homes
all over the country in hope of legally
obtaining passports in the capital.
Some of their stories show the level of
desperation. The El Nacional newspaper
recently published the story of a woman,
identified only as Judith, who was trying
to obtain a passport for her 11-year-old
daughter.
The girl needs to travel to the United
States for exams because she has suffered
from seizures for the past two years.
"After three months, she has not been able
to leave Venezuela, and the daughter's
seizures continues," the story said.
The passport shortage also is affecting
thousands of Venezuelans living abroad,
including the large community in South
Florida, who cannot travel or use their
passports for other legal requirements
because they have expired.
Many have tried to obtain new passports
in Venezuelan consulates abroad, but faced
delays of several months.
"This is a very serious problem because
we can't travel," said Jose Hernandez,
Miami representative of the Venezuelan
opposition party Primera Justicia. "This
situation must be affecting about 60,000
families in South Florida."
He added that the lack of valid
identification documents can significantly
limit the economic opportunities for
Venezuelans in the United States.
The economic collapse of the oilproducing country, provoked by more than
17 years of policies hostile to the private
sector, generated significant shortages of
food, medicines and other products. The
country is also suffering hyperinf lation.
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The future has brought personal robots to our homes
By Troy Wolverton
Mercury News

If you’ve been dreaming for years about having your own R2D2 or BB-8, get ready.
Just don’t expect your new robot companion to do too much,
because you might be disappointed.
A new generation of personal robots and devices is in the works
and several are slated to head to homes beginning later this year.
Among the more notable is Kuri, a robot developed by Redwood
City, Calif., startup Mayfield Robotics.
Due out in December, Kuri, which looks a bit like Eve from
the Pixar movie “Wall-E” but speaks in the beeps and boops of
R2-D2, is designed to act like a cross between a super-smart pet
and a personal valet. It will keep an eye on your house, follow you
around, play music on command, and serve as a mobile alarm
clock, messenger or documentarian.
Kuri “allows you to live that robot dream,” said Mike Beebe,
Mayfield’s CEO. “Kuri is a real live robot that you can have in your
house.”
But it’s one with distinct limitations. Because it can’t speak real
languages, it won’t replace personal assistants like Siri or Amazon’s
Echo. Because it doesn’t have legs, it’ll be stuck on one floor of
your house, unless you physically pick it up and take it somewhere
else. And because it doesn’t have arms, it definitely won’t do
chores around the house —no folding the laundry or loading the
dishwasher.
So you can think of Kuri, which you can pre-order today and
will cost about $700, as something like an R2-D2—without all
of the loveable “Star Wars” droid’s cool hidden accessories and
features.
“There’s a trillion things you can do,” said Beebe. “The art is
deciding what you’re not going to do.”
Mass-marketed consumer robots have been around for at
least 20 years. But they’ve mainly been devices that were limited
in function, like Sony’s Aibo robotic dog or iRobot’s Roomba
vacuum, or targeted at particularly markets, like Lego Mindstorms
kits, which were designed as educational tools.
But advances in areas like sensors, artificial intelligence and
high-speed networks and the development of standardized robotic
operating systems are starting to make multipurpose home robots
a reality. French startup Blue Frog Robotics has a personal robot
named Buddy that’s in the works and was originally due out late
last year.
Boston startup Jibo has an eponymously named robot due
out later this year that looks like a Google Home device but has
a face-like screen that it can turn and tilt in response to people
talking to it. And Piaggio, the same Italian firm that makes Vespa
scooters, has designed the Gita, which looks like a giant wheel
but is designed to serve as a kind of robotic sherpa, following its
owners around while carrying their groceries or transporting up
to 40 pounds of sundry items home all on its own.
Amid all this hubbub, some analysts and experts expect
big growth for the industry in coming years. ABI Research,
for example, projects that number of personal robots shipped

worldwide will grow from 100,000 this year to 6.9 million in 2025.
It projects the market for those robots will swell from $40 million
to $2.5 billion over the same time period.
“There’s a lot of competition in this market that’s coming,” said
Philip Solis, a research director at ABI.
Kuri, which is 20 inches tall, is designed to be smart. It has
built-in cameras, microphones and speakers. It has a navigation
system that will help it learn the layout of your house, and a facial
recognition system that will let it identify individual members of
your household. It will be able to navigate around obstacles.
It won’t be able to do any manual task, but it can do other
things. You’ll be able to ask it to wake your son up at a particular
time or to remember to play “Happy Birthday” for your wife
when she turns a year older. You can also have it “read” a story to
your kids — by playing an audiobook or replaying a recording of
your voice — or have it — again using your voice—tell the dog to
get off the couch. And using an app on your smartphone, you’ll
be able to drive it when you are away and check to make sure
everything’s OK at home.
But Mayfield, which is fully funded by German industrial
conglomerate Bosch but operates independently, is hoping to
attract people to Kuri by tapping into their emotions more than by
promising it will do practical tasks. Kuri is intentionally designed
to be personable and almost lifelike. You can wake it up when it
goes to sleep by stroking its head. It has large “eyes” with shutters
that blink and close. It looks at you when you talk to it and can
turn its body and face if it wants to point you somewhere. And it
will follow you around and will know your routine well enough
that if you typically listen to NPR in the morning, it will tune it in
unbidden.
Giving Kuri a personality and making it personable came out
of discussions with users of Mayfield’s early prototypes, said Sarah
Osentoski, Mayfield’s chief operating officer. They wanted to know
not just what it could do when they were away, but how they could
interact with it while they were home.
They wanted “something they could emotionally relate to,”
Osentoski said.
Kuri grew out of work that Osentoski and others did in
conjunction with Willow Garage, the now-defunct robotics lab
that tried to jump-start the robotics industry. Kuri runs on ROS,
an operating system developed by Willow Garage, and one of the
early Kuri prototypes was based on the TurtleBot, a robot design
created by the lab.
But while Willow Garage was trying to develop complicated
robots with arms that could potentially load your dishwasher,
Kuri is decidedly less sophisticated. That’s intentional, Mayfield
representatives say. They wanted to create a robot that would be
less expensive and more robust, Osentoski said.
Narrowing the number of things Kuri can do is also a way for
the company to better offer consumers a good experience, said
Andra Keay, managing director of Silicon Valley Robotics, a trade
group of which Mayfield is a member.
“A robot is a complex system, and we have very high
expectations,” Keay said. “Robots for the home or entertainment

Snapchat relying on young
users may be its downfall
By Tracy Lien & Samantha Masunaga
Los Angeles Times

Kids don’t use email any more. Facebook is for
Mom and Dad. And Yik Yak is so 2015.
When it comes to communication in 2017,
Snapchat is where it’s at.
Snap Inc.’s ability to court a young
demographic with its ephemeral photo and
video messaging app Snapchat has been one of
its defining characteristics and the pillar of its
success. But as the company prepares for its stock
market debut, its reliance on users under the age
of 25 could also be one of its biggest liabilities.
“It’s the rocks many ships have crashed on,”
said Erik Gordon, a professor at the University
of Michigan’s Ross School of Business, who has
studied companies that staked their success on
the loyalty of young customers.
“Think of all the teen retailers that were
fabulously successful five to 10 years ago that are
now in terrible shape. Look at Abercrombie and
Fitch,” Gordon said. “(Young people) are not as
loyal as they move on. As they start to get older,
they don’t want to do what they did as kids.”
And Snap Inc. knows this. In its S-1 — a form
that companies planning to go public file with
the SEC — the company pinpointed as a risk the
fact that the majority of its users are between 18
and 34 years old, a demographic that “may be less
brand loyal and more likely to follow trends than
other demographics.”
Worse, Snapchat usage appears to taper with
age. Users younger than 25 opened the app more
than 20 times a day and spent more than 30
minutes viewing photos and video. Users older
than 25 visited Snapchat about 12 times a day and
spent a total of 20 minutes in the app.
Whether the company succeeds in the long
term or falls on the sword of youthful disloyalty
will depend on whether it is touched by the “age
effect” or the “cohort effect,” Gordon said.
In the former, broad swaths of Snapchat users
would lose interest when they reach a certain age.
“It would be like cheap beer,” Gordon said. “I
live in a college town, and the best-selling beers
are cheap beers. But when these students graduate
and they have income, they switch. They’re no
longer drinking what’s on special.”
The latter — and more desirable of the two —
is the cohort effect, in which people stick with a
product or service they’ve grown up with because
it has become a habit.
“Each cohort and generation chooses what
works for them, and then they stick with it,” said
Chi-Hua Chien, a partner at Goodwater Capital
who led early investments in Facebook and
Twitter. “People in their 40s use email, people in
their 30s use text and Facebook, people in their
20s use Snapchat. People in their 40s aren’t going
to suddenly start abandoning email because

something else has come along.”
And that’s what Snap Inc is banking on. Its S-1
is littered with references to “retention, growth,
and engagement” — a sign that it understands the
need to hang on to today’s teens and millennials
if it doesn’t want to go the way of other flash-inthe pan apps.
But even just hanging onto its current audience
could be risky, said Adam Brasel, associate
professor and chairman of Boston College’s
marketing department. He said Snapchat faces
a similar risk to many social networks: its mass
popularity with current millennials might work
against it in the next generation, much like how
Facebook is not as popular with teens.
“To some degree, Snapchat is so popular right
now with millennials that as millennials age, the
generation that’s coming up behind (them) may
view Snapchat as not for them,” Brasel said. “If it
truly becomes this generational thing, they run
this risk of being tied to the generation, rather
than the age group. And that can be very risky.”
Snapchat’s popularity has already evolved from
its initial appeal as a way to send disappearing
messages. It now captivates users with a plethora
of filters for photos and videos, and exclusive
articles published by a select group of media
companies. The trick, Brasel says, is to figure out
what the next hook will be.
There are a number of brands that have
aggressively marketed sub-brands to millennials,
like Toyota Motor Corp.’s Scion brand, which was
aimed at a younger demographic of car buyers
that might not have otherwise been interested
in Toyota vehicles. Last year, Toyota ended that
brand. A majority of the market that found Scion
attractive had aged up into the general Toyota
market, Brasel said.
“Toyota was also smart in realizing the
brand had done what it needed to do and kind
of shuttered the brand before it began to gain
negative equity,” he said.
Some analysts believe that Snap might have the
chops to pull a Toyota, hanging onto its current
users while also appealing to tomorrow’s tweens
and teens.
“To do that they’ll need to innovate, and we
can see that Snapchat has already been able to
hit a nerve several times,” said Robert Lang,
chief executive of social media analytics firm
Socialbakers.
Lang noted that many of Snapchat’s features
have been such a hit with young users and
advertisers that companies such as Instagram
have added strikingly similar features to their
own products.
“We can see that Snapchat is able to engage
users at a very high level and at a very young
age— that is something nobody has managed to
do,” he said.
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Kuri, a new personal home robot, is designed to watch
your house, follow you around, play music and be your
alarm clock, among many other things.

are only going to succeed when they’re doing something well, not
everything poorly.”
But some analysts are skeptical that Kuri will do enough to
actually appeal to a wide audience or to be more than a novelty.
The fact that it won’t answer questions like Amazon’s Echo seems
like “a missed opportunity,” Solis said.
Meanwhile, many of the things it can do —like setting
reminders or serving as a security camera —can already be done
with devices like Echo, webcams like Nest Cam or even just a
plain old smartphone, noted J.P. Gownder, an analyst who studies
the robotics industry for research firm Forrester. And most
consumers either have those devices already or those gadgets cost
a lot less than Kuri.
“I don’t see anyone saying they must have this in their home,”
said Gownder. “It’s such a novelty for the 1 percent.”
Meet Kuri
What is it? A personal robot.
What can it do? It can serve as a mobile alarm clock, rolling
into a particular room at a specified time in the morning. It can
remember to wish your daughter happy birthday on her big day. It
can keep an eye on the house when you’re away. And it can follow
you around, playing your favorite music or news channel.
How big is it? It’s 20 inches tall and 12 inches wide and weighs
14 pounds.
Who makes it? It was designed by Mayfield Robotics, a spin-off
of industrial giant Bosch that is based in Redwood City, Calif.
How much does it cost? $700.
When will it be available? In December. You can pre-order it
now online at heykuri.com.
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Milo Yiannopoulos was set to appear at The University of California, Berkeley, before protesters caused a cancellation. Free speech issues have been brought up following the incident.

By Teresa Watanabe
Los Angeles Times

The University of California, Berkeley was just
mopping up after what appeared to be a small
group of violent protesters from off campus shut
down the speech of conservative provocateur
Milo Yiannopoulos, an appearance university
leaders had staunchly defended despite
hundreds of requests to ban him.
Then came the tweet from President Donald
Trump, which in an instant both blurred the
facts and exacerbated the tension.
“If U.C. Berkeley does not allow free speech
and practices violence on innocent people with a
different point of view, NO FEDERAL FUNDS?”
Trump tweeted early Thursday.
On Thursday, university officials, who had
worked hard to make room for free speech,
found themselves squeezed between outrage on
both the right and the left. Also further inflamed
was the already roiling UC debate about
campus free speech, not just as it concerned
Yiannopolous but also a host of hot-button
issues, including anti-Semitism, Palestinian
rights, sexual harassment and racism.
Scores of supporters, including many
academics and California lawmakers, jumped
in Thursday to defend the actions of Berkeley,
home of the free speech movement more than
five decades ago, and assert that Trump had no
power to cut off federal funds.
“Berkeley did everything right,” said Terry
Hartel, senior vice president of the American
Council on Education, which represents 1,600
universities and colleges.
Berkeley Chancellor Nicholas Dirks resisted
demands even from his own faculty members to
ban Yiannopoulos’ appearance. Staff members

spent weeks planning extensive security
arrangements, bringing in dozens of police
officers from nine UC campuses, and helping
the Berkeley College Republicans obtain the
technical equipment their event required.
In a statement Thursday, the College
Republicans condemned the “criminals and
thugs” for violating their free speech rights,
saying, “It is tragic that the birthplace of the
free speech movement is also its final resting
place.” But they also thanked campus officials for
supporting them and protecting public safety.
Dirks also condemned the violence, which
he blamed on armed individuals clad in black
who used paramilitary tactics to shut down the
event. They threw commercial-grade fireworks
at police, hurled barricades through windows
and started one fire.
“The violence last night was an attack on the
fundamental values of the university, which
stands for and helps to maintain and nurture
open inquiry and an inclusive civil society, the
bedrock of a genuinely democratic nation,”
Dirks said.
UC officials did not directly comment on
Trump’s tweet about federal funding, but
concern about funding under the president
already had come up at the Board of Regents
meeting last November.
UC receives nearly $9 billion in federal
funding for education, research and health care,
a significant chunk of the system’s $25 billion
budget. Federal funds are UC’s single largest
source of research dollars, amounting to more
than $3 billion.
Both the National Science Foundation and
the National Institutes of Health declined to
comment on Trump’s tweet about a possible cut

in funding.
But Aaron Parsons, an astrophysicist at UC
Berkeley, said Trump’s Twitter threat was not
being taken too seriously around the campus.
“People have expressed a little bit of mild
concern, but the consensus is this is probably
bluster like what we have seen many times
coming from the president,” Parsons said.
“There are a lot of layers of bureaucracy about
what work gets funded, and it’s often decided by
a committee of your peers,” he said. “To reach all
the way into the bowels of institutions that are
supporting science would be an incredible level
of micromanagement and there would be very
little legal standing for doing so.”
Erwin Chemerinsky, a First Amendment
expert and the dean of UC Irvine School of
Law, said Congress sets conditions for federal
funding, not the president, and any attempts
to use federal money to coerce local and state
governments into desired actions would run
afoul of the 10th Amendment.
“The president has no authority to cut off
funds, nor should he be making these kinds of
threats he has no authority to do,” Chemerinsky
said.
Hartel, of the American Council on
Education, said that federal agencies may cut
off funding to universities in ways prescribed
by law, failing to enforce Title IX’s ban on sex
discrimination, for instance, defrauding students
or cheating in federal research grants. But no law
allows funds to be slashed for allegations of free
speech violations.
Bill Foster, a congressman from Illinois who
worked as a physicist before going into politics,
said Trump’s threat to cut federal funds to
Berkeley was completely out of line.

“We spent hundreds of years developing the
rule of law in this country,” he said. “If everyone
is afraid of a strongman, it will set our political
culture back centuries.”
The UC Police Department has launched an
investigation into Wednesday’s violence, which
campus officials said was instigated by about 150
masked individuals hurling Molotov cocktails,
setting fires, throwing fireworks at police,
pushing barricades into windows, and damaging
campus and city property.
Police Chief Margo Bennett blamed the
trouble last night on so-called Black Bloc
anarchists, who marched on to campus in
military fashion, brandishing clubs, high-grade
fireworks, baseball bats and homemade shields.
They are well known in the Bay Area, where they
often show up at protests.
Sgt. Sabrina Reich, UCPD public information
officer, said campus police made one arrest last
night of a nonstudent, on a charge of failing to
disperse. She said police are reviewing video to
try to identify suspects, but no one has yet filed a
police report about being assaulted or injured.
An early estimate of damage is around
$100,000, according to campus officials, and
includes fixing broken windows at the MLK
Student Union, replacing a generator that caught
fire and was destroyed, sand-blasting paint off
the concrete steps of the student union, cleaning
up graffiti and possibly replacing some pavers
and trees on Sproul Plaza. One tree on the plaza
was badly singed by flames.
The city of Berkeley’s Downtown Business
Association is reporting damage to more
than 10 businesses including several banks, a
Starbucks, a TargetExpress and both a Sprint and
a T-Mobile store.

